DUKE UNIVERSITY

GRADUATION EXERCISES

WALLACE WADE STADIUM

Sunday, the Eleventh of May, Two Thousand and Eight
Ten O’Clock in the Morning
NOTES ON ACADEMIC DRESS

Academic dress had its origin in the Middle Ages. When the European universities were taking form in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, scholars were also clerics, and they adopted robes similar to those of their monastic orders. Caps were a necessity in drafty buildings, and copes or capes with hoods attached were needed for warmth. As the control of universities gradually passed from the church, academic costume began to take on brighter hues and to employ varied patterns in cut and color of gown and type of headdress.

The use of academic costume in the United States has been continuous since Colonial times, but a clear protocol did not emerge until an intercollegiate commission in 1893 recommended a uniform code. In this country, the design of a gown varies with the degree held. The bachelor’s gown is relatively simple with long pointed sleeves as its distinguishing mark. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve with the rear part cut square and the front part with a cutaway arc. The most elaborate academic costume is the doctoral gown with velvet panels down the front and three bars of the same material across the sleeves. The velvet is usually black, but it may be a color designating the field of study to which the degree pertains. The gown itself, usually black like those of the lower degrees, may be of a color distinctive of a particular university.

The hood bears a still larger symbolic burden: the width of its velvet trimming designates the level of the degree; the color heralds the major field of study; and the lining identifies the institution that granted the degree. Duke University is symbolized by a lining of Duke blue with a white chevron.

The cap, originally round, is usually a square mortarboard and is the same for all degrees. The standard tassel for the cap is black, but the cap worn with the doctoral robe may have a gold tassel.

The Duke doctoral gown is in the authentic Duke blue. The Duke University shield, embroidered in blue on white, is applied to each front panel. With this gown there may be worn a black velvet, four-pointed, soft tam with a square top and a gold metallic bullion tassel.

SIGNIFICANCE OF COLORS

Colors indicating fields of study and colors identifying some of the universities represented by members of the faculties of the University are:

Arts, Letters, Humanities—white
Business Administration—drab
Divinity, Theology—scarlet
Economics—copper
Education—light blue
Engineering—orange
Fine Arts—brown
Forestry—russet
Law—purple
Medicine—green
Music—pink
Nursing—apricot
Philosophy—dark blue
Physical Therapy—teal
Science—golden yellow
California—royal blue and gold
Cambridge—scarlet
Chicago—maroon
Columbia—Columbia blue and white
Cornell—Carnelian (red) and white
Duke—Duke blue and white
Harvard—crimson
Johns Hopkins—black and old gold
Massachusetts—maroon and white
McGill—glaze red and kelly green
Michigan—gold and azure blue
M.I.T.—cardinal red and silver gray
North Carolina—light blue and white
Northwestern—purple and white
Oxford—royal blue and red
Pennsylvania—red and navy blue
Princeton—orange and black
Stanford—cardinal
Texas A&M—maroon and white
Virginia—navy blue and orange
Yale—Yale blue

MACE AND CHAIN OF OFFICE

Again at commencement, ceremonial use is made of two important insignia given to Duke University in memory of Benjamin N. Duke. Both the mace and chain of office are the gifts of anonymous donors and of the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation. They were designed and executed by Professor Kurt J. Matzdorf of New Paltz, New York, and were dedicated and first used at the inaugural ceremonies of President Sanford in 1970.

The Mace, the symbol of authority of the University, is made of sterling silver throughout. It is thirty-seven inches long and weighs about eight pounds. At the lower end of the hammered shaft is a gilt (gold-plated) pine cone. The upper end of the shaft displays the inscription Universitas Dukiana 1838. This inscription is surmounted by a short, hammered neck followed by the head which has eight flutings alternating with eight gilt ribs. Above the head of the mace, a band carries the motto of Duke University: Erudition et Religio. The upper end of the mace is a crown of gilt laurel leaves which carries the seal of Duke University surrounded by the three symbols of the Trinity to indicate that Duke University emerged from Trinity College.

The Chain of Office of the President of Duke University is four feet long and is also made of sterling silver throughout. The main part consists of nine silver pine cones alternating with ten gilt clusters of three laurel leaves each. In the front hangs the gilt medallion with the official seal of Duke University surrounded by a laurel wreath into which are set the three symbols of the Trinity. In the back is the gilt coat of arms of the Duke family with the motto In Adversis Idea set in a sterling wreath of laurel leaves and bearing the inscription Duke.
Order of Procession

The audience remains seated during the procession until all candidates enter the stadium. When the Wind Symphony sounds the fanfare which signals the entrance of the faculty, the audience and candidates will rise and remain standing for the prayer and the hymn.

*Crown Imperial* .................................................................................................................. *William Walton*
“...In Beauty Bearing the Crown Imperial...”

*The Duke University Wind Symphony*
*Emily Threinen, Director*

Procession Marches

- The Chief Student Marshals
- Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts
- Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science
- Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering
- Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Engineering Management
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Science in Nursing
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Leadership
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Environmental Management
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Forestry
- Candidate for the degree of Master in Church Ministries
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Theological Studies
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Divinity
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Theology
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Business Administration
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Public Policy
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts in Teaching
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Science
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts
- Candidates for the degree of Juris Doctor
- Candidates for the degree of Master of Laws
- Candidate for the degree of Doctor of Juridical Science
- Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Physical Therapy
- Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine
- Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

The General Faculty Marshal – Professor Paula McClain
Marshals for the Faculties of Arts and Sciences – Professor Albert F. Eldridge
Professor Ruth Grant

Members of the Faculties of Arts and Sciences
- Marshal for the Faculty of the Pratt School of Engineering – Professor Tod A. Laursen
- Members of the Faculty of the Pratt School of Engineering
- Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Nursing – Associate Professor Julie Barroso
- Members of the Faculty of the School of Nursing
- Marshal for the Faculty of the Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences – Professor Curtis Richardson
- Members of the Faculty of the Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences
- Marshal for the Faculty of the Fuqua School of Business – Professor Richard Burton
- Members of the Faculty of the Fuqua School of Business
- Marshal for the Faculty of the Divinity School – Assistant Professor Stephen B. Chapman
- Members of the Faculty of the Divinity School
- Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Law – Professor Robinson O. Everett
- Members of the Faculty of the School of Law
- Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Medicine – Assistant Professor Caroline Haynes
- Members of the Faculty of the School of Medicine
- Members of the University Administration
- Members of the Platform Group

- Members of the Board of Trustees
- Chancellor for Health Affairs; President and Chief Executive Officer, Duke University Health System, Inc.
- Executive Vice President
- Soloist
- Deans
- Singers
- Honorands, Trustee and Faculty Sponsors
- The Dean of the Chapel
- The Provost
- The Student Speakers
- The Chair of the Board of Trustees
- The Commencement Speaker
- The University Marshal
- The President

[1]
Program

Richard H. Brodhead, President of the University
Presiding

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM .............................................................................. Cynthia S. Rabinovitz
Candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts

THE INVOCATION .......................................................................................... Samuel M. B. Wells
Dean of the Chapel

HYMN—Tune: St. Anne

1. O God, our help in ages past,
   Our hope for years to come,
   Our shelter from the stormy blast,
   And our eternal home!

2. Before the hills in order stood,
   Or earth received her frame,
   From everlasting Thou art God,
   To endless years the same.

3. A thousand ages in Thy sight,
   Are like an evening gone;
   Short as the watch that ends the night,
   Before the rising sun.

4. O God, our help in ages past,
   Our hope for years to come;
   Be Thou our guide while life shall last,
   And our eternal home! Amen.

—Isaac Watts
(1674-1748)

REMARKS BY STUDENTS ............................................................................. Kyle George Knight
Matthew D. Zafirovski
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts

Introduction
Peter Lange
Provost

THE CONFERING OF HONORARY DEGREES ................................................ Introduction
Robert King Steel
Chair, Board of Trustees

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS ....................................................................... Barbara Kingsolver
Writer

THE CONFERING OF EARNED DEGREES .................................................... Introduction and Presentations
Peter Lange

RECOGNITIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

CLOSING ANNOUNCEMENTS .................................................................... Richard A. White
University Marshal

ALMA MATER ............................................................................................... Brenton J. Blakesley (Candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts)
Wendy Hu, Dana L. Wooster (Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science)
Elizabeth H. Crabtree, Dennis K.D. Nguyen, Philip J. Wolfe
(Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering)

The audience stands for the Alma Mater and remains standing until the platform group and the faculties leave the Stadium.

Dear Old Duke, thy name we sing,
To thee our voices raise, we'll raise,
To thee our anthems ring
in everlasting praise.

And though on life's broad sea
Our fates may far us bear;
We'll ever turn to thee
Our Alma Mater dear.

—R. H. James '24

PROCESSION OUT

Flourish for Wind Band ............................................................................... Ralph Vaughan Williams
(1872–1958)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Presented by Dean Robert J. Thompson, Jr.

September 1, 2007

Breck Bernard Archer
John Attaway
Geoffrey S. Brock
Ian Woodbury Carey
Simon Gauk-Horning Cheng
Finn Maguire Cohen
Amanda Robin Cullen
Stewart M Dansby
Dean Thomas Demakis
Elizabeth Anne Duncan
Tyler Mason Forrester

Tong Hao
Michael Skylur Hill
Quiana Ladonah Hollie
Debra Allison Hopgood
Annupama Kotha
Darby Melissa Kroger
James Wesley Lewis
Tiffany Lynette Lucas
Cara-Lynn Lopresti
Jordann Lynn McGrath

Stephanie Anne McIlroy
Michael Scott Mercer
Virdina Stephanie Fabiola Milford
Alexander John Miller
Biduraj Inas Muhammed
Meredith Clarac Musselman
Daniel Anthony Otero
Alexander James Reinhart
Hiram Harmon Rogers
Rachna Krishnanjivan Shah

Naci Nicole Sigler
Zachary Hunter Smith
Benjamin Ira Spoornt
Andrew Mountcastle Stephens
Amy Louise Stopford
Brandon D'Neal Tapp
Correll Whiting
Christopher Alexander Wilson
Matthew P. Wilson
Alexander Shakir Zorub

December 30, 2007

David Benjamin Adams
David Jones Badham
Brett Carl Bariles
Ryan Kelly Baum
Daniela Berek
Julia Susan Blessing
Gregory Bernard Bobrinsky
Larry Lee Broadway II
Omar Jerel Cameron
Adetokunbo Okere
Luciana Monteiro Garecz Farmer
Laura Elizabeth Floyd

Zachary Brown Göms
Evelo Willette Harrell, Jr.
Allison Beth Hauser
Hannah Henrietta Kaye
Shannon Marie Kelley
Ashley Yasemin Kustu
Minjae Lee
Garrett Lee Mason
Zachary James Maurides
Caroline Elizabeth Mix
Meron Mogos
Diana Nied

Peter William North
Beth Anne Peterson
Zachary S. Pope
Leslie Faith Prentice
Christine Marie Raines
Julia M. Reddy
Avery Lawler Resor
Edward Douglas Riefkohl
Joshua Aaron Schifman
Diana Troisi Schiro
William Julian Smith

Kyle Austin Stevens
Traci June Stewart
Andrew Viet Tran
James H. Vanderhook
Elizabeth Van Cortlandt Varela
Michael John Videira
Spencer Austin Wadsworth
Ashley Earnestine Walker
Eric Quinn Weinstein
Norah Deloris Yahia

May 11, 2008

Amanda Suzanne Abbott
Jean Carmen Abreu
Thomas Peterson Adelman
Aslinda Kit-Sahn Affinito
Ifeoluwa Elizabeth Afolayan
Aaina Agarwal
Serwaah Amah Agyapong
Keith Preston Akers
Kelley Ayo Akhiemokhal
Anil Akhtar
Devyn Paymon Alavian
Joshua Nathaniel Albert
Blayne Bridges Alexander
Max Gabriel Alexander
Suzanne Achieng Allia
Jonelle V. Allen
Laura Elizabeth Chase Allen
Shemane Dilip Amin
Stephanie Tiboosh Amoako
Christopher Michael Anderson
Mercedes Lauren Anderson
Douglas Ryan Ansel
James Harrison Anthony
Andrew James Antila
Meghan Julian Antol
Caroline Elizabeth Applegarth
Benjamin Charles Arendt
Ashley Marie Arlow
Rebecca MercedesWongville Arnold
William Picher Arnold
Deborah Nicole Aronin
Nicholas Martin Arrivo
Thomas Frederick Aten
Rebecca Earl Waller Auerbach
Jacqueline Hirschmann August
Ryan Dow Austin

Elizabeth Zoe Baer
Jennifer Eunsoo Bakh
Rachel Bahman
Gurlal Singh Baidwan
Brandon Keith Bailey
Megan English Bailey
Robert Martin Baird
Daniel John Baldwin
Sarah Lockhart Ball
Timothy Andrew Ball
Nicolas William Bannmer-
Whitaker
Stephen Philip Barba
Emily Anne Barnes
Melissa Caroline Barr
Nathalie Michelle Basile
Geoffrey David Bass
Joyatee Basu
Roberto Bazzani
Gregory David Beaton
Alexandra Renee Beckstett
Sabrina Olivia Bedward
Juliana Marie Bell
Regina Ray Bell
Dana Akiba Belzer
Danelle Rae Bennington
Garrick Murray Berberich
Yael Cero Berman
Syreema Michelle Bibbs
Brenton James Blakesley
Catherine Anne Blanchard
Angela Brie Bieggi
Jeffrey Peck Blickman
Lisa Bonnifield
Andrew Stanley Booth
Rebecca Ashley Borns
Regan Leigh Bosch

Erica Michelle Bossen
Zakiya Nila Boyd
Justin Michael Boyle
Ana Elizabeth Boza
Matea Bozza
Elizabeth Diane Brady
Megan Anderson Brayle
Kimberly Reshun Branch
Katherine A Branco
Eileeene Isada Braxton
Brennan Patrick Britton
Lacey Jean Broadbent
John M. Brockardt
Samuel Broder-Fingert
Melissa Rose Bromley
Laura Katharine Brookhiser
Rachel Erin Brown
Stephen Werner Brown
Trinity Anne Brown
William Nicholas Brown
Elizabeth Bahr Bruvus
Marjorie Elisabeth Bryan
Jeffrey W Buchanan
Robert Aylor Buckler
Hans Dietrich Butler
Mark Joseph Bulj
Le Mai Bui
Katharine Griffin Bull
Tia Jena Balucck
Thomas Audden Burcher II
Madeline Claire Burdick
Blair Elizabeth Burke
Kimberly Cecilia Burke
Christopher William Burns
Kristin Loraine Butler
Madison Loy Byrd

Patrick Scott Byrnnes
Alexis Renee Cabrera
Alexander Graham Campbell
Kamarla Amora Campbell
Shelley Eskew Capito
Spencer Keith Cargill
Sarah Catherine Carlson
Haley Mira Carmack
Allison Ann Carpenter
Edward Cordrington
Carrington VII
James Milton Carter III
Martha Alice Carter
Reid Harding Caster
Fay Louise Castles-Hagen
Ronald William Causey
Young Joon Cha
Rebecca Sara Chalif
Scott Henry Champagne
Marc Edward Champaloux
Samuel Jacob Chappin
Sylvia Santhilkeshi Charles
Tomasz Artur Chorowski
Jane Sylje Chen
Lihu Chen
Lily Li Chen
Megan Zhuo Chen
Saidi Chen
Zhi-Ping Chen
Cheryl Hui Ping Chew
Christopher Jamison Chin
Soo-Jung Choi
Nam Young Choo
Seungwon Chung
Joseph Emanuel Clark
Jenna Tess Clandich
Adam Richard Cohen

Note: The lists of candidates appearing in this program are not officially certified lists of graduates. Certification must come from the Registrar of the University.
Tory Lee Zawacki
Alicia Castilla Zelek
Adam Matthew Zell Po Paul
Zhao
Meng Zhou
Alice Rotan Zimmermann
Benjamin Zisk
Bryan Michael Zupon
Megan Kelsey Zweig
Carolyn Jean Zwiener
Laura Buzz Zwiener
Allison Celeste Zwirn

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Presented by Dean Robert J. Thompson, Jr.

September 1, 2007
Nicholas Sergihois Barbas
William David Barton
Al Chien
Weston Tyler James
Kenetta Leigh Nunn
Christopher Glen Parker
Christine Dianne Rivera
Morgan Ross Tannenbaum
Amy Shengnan Xue
John Breckinridge Yunits

December 30, 2007
Stephanie Ann Atlas
Jay William Chogan Daviskar
Adam Benitez
Adam Samuel Bloomfield
Seth Bolukcu
Linda Chang Chen
Lisa Yinhua Chen
Andrew Bernard Collins
Emma Claire Davies
Joseph Matthew Dorsey
Jason Hasmukh Ghodasra
Taylor Brooke Halbert
Kim Puricem
John Paul Rozkowski
Benjamin Xiyang Lim
Anderson P Lin
Hyujung Moon
Sally Shim Yee Ong
Shaanan Satish Shetty
Fei Ran Su
Russell Tremaine Teall
Jennifer Lynn Tucker
Juan Wei
Jian Ying Zheng

May 11, 2008
Joycelyne Absolu
Atinuke Setun Ajiboye
Stylianos Leonidas Alatis
Kristin Mckenzie Alves
Brittney Texac Anderson
Aleksandr Andreev
Laura Lynn Anzalde
Andreas Argyris
Scott Peter Arnone
Raj Atri
Thomas Schuyler Austen
Andrew Barrett Bachmann
Elena Stefanova Bachvarova
Rick Daniel Bagel
Xue Bai
Alexandra Marie Balaban
Alicja Pauline Barash
Adam David Barrer
Tomas Rafael Barreto
Deniz Selda Basci
Rita Elizabeth Baumgartner
Sarah McClamroch Bennett
Joanna Halley Bersin
Kishira U. Bhaskar
David Alexander Bieber
Hannah Simone Biederman
Mary Clare Bohnett
Tasha Stuer Bollerslev
Mia Hope Bolling
Leah Ashley Bonaparte
Ryan Michael Bont
Margot Elizabeth Bowen
Kathryn Alyce Brehm
Meredith Fletcher Breuer
Carey Lewis Brewbaker III
Amy Elizabeth Brown
Jason Robert Brown
Jessica Blair Burchell
Andrew Conover Burns, Jr.
Alejandro Jose Caceres
Christopher Fielding Callaway
Holly Ann Cardoso
Mary Theresa Carnesale
Nathaniel Carter III
Lauren Blair Carter
Daniel Alexander Casanovas
Carolyn Han Chang
Denise Pamela Chang
Jacquelyn C. Chang
Lesley Maraina Chapman
Sandill Sol Chauncey
Cheng Chen
Dennis Di Chen
Randolph T. Chen
Jie Huang Cho
Joonhahn Cho
Youngeun Cho
Jimin Choi
Adam Alexander Choppko
Joseph Gill Christenbury
Kelley Chuang
Lucy Lyda Coassin
Genevieve Christine Cody
Gregory Joseph Condous
Andrew Gordon Cook
Daniel Kaya Cook
Daniel Michael Cooper
Nicolas Esteban Costley
Mary Lera Covington
Jeremy Chase Crawford
Alexander James Cream
Connor Jerome Crum
Melissa Kay Crowe
Trisha Dee Cubb
Charles Nicholas Cuneo
Melissa Nicole Dackis
Pamela Daheer Tobia
Jeffrey Steven Dohler
Lindsay Cheryl Dancy
Riva Das
Andrew Stuart Davis
Valarie Aspen Davis
Carlos Jesus de la Vega
Barbara McElwee Decker
Isa Marie Del Valle
Mark Peter DelaVolpe
Ria D. Desai
Julie Elizabeth Desheimer
Juan Dong
Veronica Dragalin
Amanda Leigh Drucker
Timothy Joseph Ducey
Elizabeth Scherer Duke
Sarah Denise Eagle
Keith D. Edelman
April Amanda Edwards
Matthew Douglas Edwards
Christopher Burke Ehlinger
Mahmood El-Gamal
Viktorija Elvis
Leitha Carol Elmore
Joseph Benson Euler
Brett Allen Fair
Yu-Ting Fan
Michele Jenna Farber
Kamil Farhan Faridul
Katya Christine Fernandez
Thomas Cavenaugh Figgatt, Jr.
Adam James Finkelstein
Aaron Steven Fisher
Zachary Cannell Forbes
Andrey Fradkin
Alexander James Franklin
Daniel Aaron Friedman
Julie Lynn Friedman
Brian Lloyd Frommer
Margaret Susan Fronzberger
Stephen Ross Fuller
Brian Joseph Gaffney
Alfredo Garcia
Ike Inez Alberta Marie Gardner
David Rose Garver
Joseph Drexel Germanese
Stephen Ross Goettle
Matthew Brett Goldman
Katherine Beck Good
Jacin Merteri Beth Gorovoy
Caroline Ellen Gould
David Jean Goulet
Peter Ashton Grape, Jr.
Joseph Michael Gray
Richard Keith Green, Jr.
Lacey Elizabeth Greenwald
Bonnie Patricia Gregory
Louisa Wright Gripps
Joanna Grundstrom
Shuo Guan
Xiaoxiao Catherine Guo
Joseph Robert Hall
Elizabeth Ann Harden
Frances Lee Hardie
Samantha Lynn Harrington
Michael B. Harris
Remy Darlene Harris
Alexis R Hausfeld
Catherine Renee Hawley
Tameka Daniele Haynes
Elizabeth Ceci He
Sonja Marie Helstrom
Hermes Xavier Hernandez
Christina Danielle Herrington
Brian Phillip Herzberg
Cheryl Chiapei Ho
Jiang Hai Ho
Tammy Shane Ho
Thuytien Thai Ho
Matthew David Hoffman
Kevin Thomas Hogan
Gelareh Homayounfar
Sung Hwa Hong
Alexander Sean Hope
Robert Davis Hostetter
Andrea Susan Houghting
Boyu Hu
Wendy Hu
William Blair Hudson
Tanbeena Nasrin Imam
Maanaka Indaram
Frank Lee Jackson
Brooke Elizabeth Jandl
Mark Ryan Jelley
Kevin Yunfong Jeng
Kristen Jenkins
Monica Patricia Jimenez
Jeff Thomas Johnson III
Renee Cynthia Johnson
Collin Ruthledge Jones
Emily Katherine Jones
Harry P. Jones
Shawn Christopher Tracey Jones
Shivam S. Joshi
Nicole Marie Joy
Ian Jameson Kaemmer
Manisha Kak
Wattimorph Kanitpannycharoen
Daniel Byron Kapnick
Nabilah Iqbal Kara
Jordan Price Kaylor
Joshua Isaac Kazdin
Lindsay Stephan Kennedy
Kyle Cameron Kershner
Tirasan Khandhavit

† Teacher Certification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charles Andrew Benzyk</td>
<td>David Anthony Fiedler</td>
<td>Clayton Sydney Hesse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Michelle Boecking</td>
<td>Edward Claude Clermont</td>
<td>Casey James Rubin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bront Everett Cash</td>
<td>Eric Alan Josephs</td>
<td>Shefaal Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keddy Alexander Chandran</td>
<td></td>
<td>Krishana Marie Wooding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bo-young Yeum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Anne Abernathy</td>
<td>Patrick Joseph Eibl</td>
<td>Brian Michael Whitten Lenister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin William Ahlers</td>
<td>Zoe Alexandra Englander</td>
<td>Melissa Ellen Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Araniss Alexander</td>
<td>Thomas James Fechan</td>
<td>Chen Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Connor Allen</td>
<td>Robert Luong Fenequito</td>
<td>Qianwei Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus Bobak Amooshogar</td>
<td>Jing Feng</td>
<td>Scott Y. Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nii Ako Ampa-Sowoa</td>
<td>Addison Wesley Ferrell</td>
<td>Robert Savage Linsalata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collin Robert Anderson</td>
<td>Patrick John Fricka</td>
<td>Sebastian Liska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy David Antonelli</td>
<td>Richard Nathaniel Frothingham</td>
<td>Cristian Chenkuyn Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidus Fisaha Asfaw</td>
<td>Ryan Kenneth Gallant</td>
<td>Jason Bennett Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Scott Bailey</td>
<td>Audrey Jane Gaskins</td>
<td>Arjun Madan-Mohan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Keller Bailey</td>
<td>Quinn Bonard Guamer</td>
<td>Justin Bradley Mahood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Ann Barnett</td>
<td>Odelia Ghodziazadeh</td>
<td>Justin Cody Maxwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey James Barry</td>
<td>Aaron David Gilbert</td>
<td>Sean Thomas McGuire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Matthew Bartlett</td>
<td>John Robert Yasecko Gilbert</td>
<td>Alexander Neil McKinnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Edward Bauer</td>
<td>Brayden Edward Glad</td>
<td>Gregory Nathanied Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob A. Bender</td>
<td>Werapong Goo</td>
<td>Sydni G Meyrowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Marie Bestvina</td>
<td>Philip John Gorman</td>
<td>Laura Kent Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Joseph Blum</td>
<td>Meagan Elizabeth Gray</td>
<td>Matthew Frank Moschner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Syed Bokhari</td>
<td>Brandyn Roy Grud</td>
<td>Arthur Mui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Adam Bonazza</td>
<td>Sara Catherine Guerrero</td>
<td>Kevin Hangley Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Matthew Bosko</td>
<td>Liheng Guo</td>
<td>Richard Paul Nammour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen Lynn Bova</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Kyle Naporu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew Wayne William Braucht</td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher James Neufeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Page Brentnoll</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dennis Khos Dung Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Paul Burke</td>
<td></td>
<td>Emmett Fred Nicholas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Michael Butler</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brandon Robert Noia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Phillip Camacho</td>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew James Ostad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Frederick Campbell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eric John Ojerholm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Lerner Cassidy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chinyere Theresa Okoli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi Yi-Shin Chang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chin Chun Ooi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Wen-zen Chang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexandra Blanca Papadonolos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Weichi Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sware Mahesh Paranjape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Z Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Michael Parides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoying Sheryl Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel I. Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Sue Cheng</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yasin Kamaal Patterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean Shiu Chiang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lee Michael Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Stephen Choi</td>
<td></td>
<td>John Leonard Perkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla Frances Chyn</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Hahn Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Thomas Clark</td>
<td></td>
<td>John Andrew B. Pura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey Michael Cohan</td>
<td></td>
<td>Archana Ramireddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Joyce Cohen</td>
<td></td>
<td>John Joseph Reilly III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Queiroz Coral</td>
<td></td>
<td>Serge Reshetnikov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homero Coronado</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lisa Michelle Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerry Elizabeth Costello</td>
<td></td>
<td>Drew Garrison Rindner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Harvey Crabtree</td>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Thomas Rinehart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Alexander Crowell</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cledan Ian Michel Robertson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Thanh Ding</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Samuel Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark Lee Daniel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Joseph Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Warren Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alyx Cali Rosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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Mitchell E. Anderson
Michele Monea Anene
Albena Angelova Anguelova
William Travis Angle
Balazs K. Aratani
Tsuysoshi Araki
Sanjay Arora

Kimberley Ann Arrington
Jennifer Laramie Artabane
WaleeSa Awangasaien
Melanie Nicole Asbury
Syed Nafi Ashraf
Jinadu Ashford
Todd Philip Atlas
Franklin Kyi Badu
Eric Alexander Balusin
Ramabrahmanam Banathi
Joel Barreto
Paul Daniel Beck
Joerg Becker
Mark Alan Beck
Matthew Duncan Benson
Andrew James Bentley
Neil R. Bentley
Charles Kyle Berkowitz
Ajay D. Bhate
Aparupa Bhattacharya

Emily Ruth Bickel
Chandan Bidarokoppa
Inigo Bilbao Libano
Briton Ronald Bischoff
Mohammed S. Bissoo
Benjamin Alan Bolling
Pamela Bongiovanni
Richard Spencer Bovender
Adam R. Boyd
Charle Steele Bracken IV
Nathanal Smith Bradley
Daniel Adam Bronze
Jordan Lance Bria
Lawrence Robert Brice
Emma Jane Browning
Thomas Bruckbauer
Betina Bruhn
Gabriel Joseph Bullro II
Scott Gregory Buirffn

James Michael Burgess
Morddejai Burstein
Michael Robert Busche
John Benjamin Butler
Adam S. Buza
Patricia Del Carmen Caballero
Acar
Jason Michael Caiafa
Thomas Kemp Calaway
Jorge Vincente Cardenas, Jr.
Loria A. Careca
Lindsay Anne Carifi
Carlos Alberto Casirr
Sebastian Castalio Fuego
Artinoot Chalermpong
Arawind Sudhindra
Chandra shekar
Joseph Paradorn Champug
Stephen John Chen
Ling Cheng
SERGEI NIKOLAIEVICH SHIHANO
HAK SOOK SHIM
YOUNG SHIM
HAE-JO SHIN
DANIELA SHINZATO
KAYCEE SHOEMAKER
JONATHAN EDWARD SHORTER
GARY SHROFF
CHARLES BRITAIN SIMON
LAURA TODD SIMONSON
CHRISTOPHER J. SINAR
HARINDERPAL SINGH
SUNEET PAL SINGH
VIRENDAR SINGH
SREENIYATH SIVARAJ
JÜRGEN SKLARZ
JOSEPH THOMAS SLANKAS
CASH JONATHAN SMITH
BRIAN ROBERT SNIDER
JENNIFER ANN SOUSTELLE
JOSEPH NICHOLS SPARRACINO III
JASON HOGAN SPRAWKA
AMEET KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
JYOTASA MUGUND SRIVATSA
BRET ALLEN ST. GEORGE
MATTHEW LEE STANTON
SUZANNE NAOMI STEFFENS
JOSEPH GREGORY STEVENS
OLGA S SIOYANOVA
KJELL HAAKON STROEN
SCOTT ELLIOTT STRoud
PYAP SURAPHONCHAI
RYAN F. SZAKACS
AINUO TAKADA
ERIKA L. TANENBAUM
ANN MARIE TASSAMRIT
MAVURESH SHASHIKANT TAPALE
CAMERON CLARK TAYLOR
SASCHA MARIE TAYLOR
PATRICK CHRISTOPHER JIMENEZ
TEDJAMULIA
BARRY L. TEMPLIN
CHRIS TENG
TOMOTA TERADA
MASSKAZU TERAISHI
MANJU SUZAN THOMAS
CHRISTOPHER DAVID THOMPSON
JEFFREY MARTIN THOMPSON
JUSTYN TROWBRIDGE THOMPSON
DAVID WILLIAM THORKELSON
PRAMOD REDDY THOTA
APOKAL TOTH
KENNETH MICHAEL TRACY
JULIE MAI DOAN TRAN PICKER
DIANE DING TO TRUONG
HANH MINH TRUONG
DARRELL TRUSTY
YI-TIEN TSAI
JUNG-CHENG TSAU
JENNY UBHOJABORY
GOKAY URENYA
KRISHNA K VALLABHANENI
AMY M. VAN SACH
TODD JEROD VAN'TILBURG
LISA F. VELEZ R.
CHRISTOPHER JAMES VINCENT
THIEN VO
WHITNEY CATHERINE VOGLER
KARL-HEINZ WAGENBRAUSCH
KEVIN G. WALENTA
W. BRADLEY WALLACE
JIAHUA WANG
KUI WANG
MINFANG WANG
QIANG WANG
YACHEH WANG

MASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY
Presented by Dean Jo Rae Wright

September 1, 2007
Kathleen Corinne Bolcar
Seths David Factor

December 30, 2007
Wallace Ashley Thurman

May 11, 2008

JEFFREY CHAIR HILLARD
DANIEL EDWARD KIGHT
RAHUL KUMAR
LINDSEY R. KURNATH
KIMBERLEY NATASHIA LAKE
ROBERT TICE LALKA
MELISSA ANNE LAVIGNE
JANETTE ASSIS LEHOUX
REBECCA ANNE LEWIS
EMILY JEAN LONEY
JEROME MICHAEL MAIATICO
EDWIN ROBERT MCLENAGAN

CHRISTOPHER ALLAN NILDA
VALENTINA NIKOLAEVA NIKOLOVA
JOSPEH TAYLOR PIKA
MARK DAVID REICHARDT
TARA MICHELLE RICE
ELIZABETH MARIE SCOTT
ELIZABETH ANNE SHAMES
PARUL SHARMA
ANDREA NOELLE SHIELDS
SHANA MIRIAM STABIN
GRACE STEPHENS
KIERI MARCELLO STRoud

Erin Kathleen Sullivan
Sapna Arvind Thakkar
David William Thorkeholm
Alexandra Towns Tollef
Katherine Elizabeth Trenholm
Darrell Trusby
Sowyna V. Rajan
Christine Allison Vaughn
Jason Michael Watkins
Matthew William Wolfe
Casey Marie Wyatt
Joanna Zywno

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Presented by Dean Jo Rae Wright

September 1, 2007

ANNE PATTON BEATTY
DAVID ZACHARY BEDAR
ELIZABETH AON CALLAGHAN
BRIDGET MARIE COOK

EMILY JEAN FRAKER
MEREDITH EMILY GODDARD
EMILY MARGARET HALLOWAY
MEGHAN THERESA HASSEL

SARAH LYNN MIKI KANEKO
KRISTIN LEE KROGH
MEGAN REBECCA MENTREK
DANIEL JOHN MILLER

Nakeila L. Primus
Kristine Jenee Varney
Caroline Chuan Hsing Yang
May 11, 2008

Claire Elyse Dawson

Jeremy Ryan Dayton

Karen Lynn Markle

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Presented by Dean Jo Rae Wright

September 1, 2007

Sana Ahmed
Kyle Lawrence Bolduc
Lindsay Allison Morgan Chutas
Brian Robert Cook
Alice Cleveland De Bellis
Tracy Ann DuVall

Jessica Gill Fuller
Ryan Alan Goldbahn
Xin Huang
Christopher Ryan Johnson
Xiaoxiao Li

Bin Liu
Krissey Eutsey Lloyd
Michael Rowe Lyon
Lauren Rachel McLeod
Alisa Michelle Ray

Jeffrey Scott Rogers
James Andrew Scull
Brian W. Swartz
Qin Tang
Amanda Kaye Wagner

December 30, 2007

Shruti Hemant Agashe
Harshad Sharad Aherao
Ozgun Ataman
Alexandru Vlad Avram
Stephanie Elise Brandon
Melissa Ann Brown
Jennifer Anne Burge
Luis Alfredo Campos
TingYu Chang
Randall David Evans

Joseph Allen Anthony Farfel
Tabitha Kaye George
Bryan Ray Goodliffe
Christopher William Gregory
Pradeep Kumar Gunda
Heidi Elaine Koschwanze
Robert Justin Der Lee
Ursula Majumder
Nitu Susan Mathew

Bhavesh Durgesh Mehta
Arjun Rajagopalan Nair
Nicole Alexis Paraggio
Deidre Bradford Parsons
Justin Aaron Pogacnik
Teja Prasanth Rasansetti
Lu Ren
Bogdan Florin Romanescu
Jessica Sanders

Shawn Tyler Smith
Sadhana Sridharan
Lingling Tang
Yunchi Tu
Marc Stephen Verdiel
Melanie Ann Wilson
YaoYu Yang
Liang Zhang
Yunhui Zhang

May 11, 2008

James Coleman Barthel
Amanda Elizabeth Basciano
Vivek Tuan Chyan Chang
Kaizhen Chen
Eli Woorahae Cleland
Jennifer Elizabeth Coneski
Bryce Winfield Dickinson
Tyler Kaine Drake
Betsy Joan Enstrom
Eric Brandon Fails
Erica Renee Findley
Ranaica Mihaela Gordan

Aurora Nicole Hill
Eric Emil Horvath
Victor Daniel Hosfeld
Robert Clifton Ike
Weiwei Jiao
Sunghun Kim
Marius Hideo Khuenger
Caleb Wayne Knocernschild
John Andrew Kolba
Caitlin Theresa Krug
Nga Ngoc Le
Ryan Catrone Littlewood

Jidi Liu
Federico Javier Lopez Bertoni
Vincent Chi-Ann Mao
Kyle Stephen Mckey
Oluosola Opeyemi Olaode
Yuqing Pan
Harold Young Park
Natesh Sivasubramonia Pillai
Benjamin Jaret Pollard
Xinwu Shi
Swatee Singhs
Sharon Alison Smith

Julia June Stanley
David Andrew Sterling
Brady Nye Taylor
Mathieu Therezien
Andrew Stephen Thomas
Neeti Sharad Wagle
Paul William Weber
Ceshea Maria Wooten
Christopher Zatwarnicki
Wanning Zhang

MASTER OF ARTS
Presented by Dean Jo Rae Wright

September 1, 2007

Aaria Aftab
Jack Hurst Anderson
Stephanie Mary Armatrong
Malika Nuridinova Baimatova
Sara Jennifer Becker
Karl D. Bouware
Lea I. Jacklyn Broussard
Bridget C. Butterly
Leigh Miranda Campoamor
Hualyuan Harold Chen
Bing Chen

Andrew David Cole
Ivan Colodro
Virginia Claire Davis
Brian Paul DeStefano
Rebecca V. Dixon
Zachary Thomas Erwin
Jeremy Aaron Evans
Karim Foda
Patrick Robert Gaughen
Salang Salar Hamaseed
Giles Burgess Harrison Connell

Conrad Alexander Hengesbach
Rebecca Elizabeth Ingram
Alvaro Esteban Jarrin
Michael Joseph Jenista
Tanya Therese Kafer
Ashley Elizabeth King
Nils Pontus Leander
Tamara Faye Luderan
Numik Nahapetyan
Belkis Pekan
Hector Mauricio Rincon

Muriel Gold Rolf
Veronica Jean Rozmiarek
Dheeraj Sahu
Matthew Gordon Schultz
Wilko Ziggy Schulz-Mahlendor
Chuanghui Sun
Aaron Christopher Thornburg
Prashant Trivedi
Bonnie S. Wilson

[17]
DOCTOR OF JURIDICAL SCIENCE

Presented by Dean David Levi

May 11, 2008

Jararius Chamratrithirong

JURIS DOCTOR

Presented by Dean David Levi

September 1, 2007

Rebecca V. Dixon

Isaac A. Dolgovskij

December 30, 2007

Jessica Rose Areen

Darlene S. Davis

Jennifer Hahn Dupuy

Rebecca Ann Kreft

[18]
May 11, 2008

Nicholas E. Abraham
Jeff Michael Harrington Adams
Soahil Ahmad-Torshizi
Reva Paymaneht Alavian
Gerd Seneca Alexander
Richard Dunlas Allen
Mauricio Jose Almazan
Yao-Fong Chang Amato
Jonas V. Anderson
Brian Marquise Andrews
Christine Nyameyekwa Appah
Austin Lanel Asberry
Todd Philip Atlas
Jennifer Marie Avery
Daniel Russell Baker
Sachin Sillow Bansal
Laura Louise Beach
Anne Bradley Beaumont
Mary Elizabeth Bennett
Francisco J. Benzoni
Eric Lee Bervin
Emilia L. Beskind
Emily Ann Bieber
Anthony Michael Brichita
Amada Carol Brown
Crystal Terrace Brown
Samuel Lloyd Burk
Jason Michael Caiafa
Douglas V. Calidas
Alissa Beth Cambier
Monica Janette Chaplin
Stephanie N. Chu
Margaret Sofia Clarens
Joel Aaron Cabral Cohen
Jonathan David Connell
Mark Alan Covey
Katherine Lynn Crawford
Elizabeth Lauren Crimer
Trudy Belinda Daly
Marisa Tara Darden
Patricia Anne Daza
Destiny Michelle Duron Deas
Abby Lauren Dennis
Brandon John Dodgen
Christopher Scott Dostrill
Penelope Anne Donkar
Tadgh Aodh Dooley
James Elroy Douglas, Jr.
Virginia Ruth Duke
Emily Johanna Duncan
Jessica M. Eaglin
Samuel Burr Eckstut
Niranjan Sitapati Emami
Michael Alexis Epanchint
Joshua Justin Faber
Stephen Thayer Fairchild
Jennifer Lynn Farace
Martha Kathleen Ferguson
Daniel Joseph Foster
Michael Mahoney Frandina
Daniel Salem Fuller
Cliff Coleman Gardner
Aisha Daila Gayle
Kate Gehret
Catherine Hall Gibson
Lauren Allison Gindes
Jennifer Giordano-Collart
Sara Elizabeth Givel
Nathan J. Good
Michael Paul Goodman
Brian Thomas Grube
Nicole Marie Guererro
Erin Jane Gustafson
Andrew Sun Han
Reginald Shawn Harris
Heather Lynn Harrison
Sarah Madubuike Hawkins
Christopher M. Healey
Lori Anna Hellkamp
Aryeh Matthew Hersher
Allison Hester-Haddad
Adam Barnes Hill
Natalie Hirt
Joann Carmen Ho
Brian David Hurley
Andrew Ingens
Kathryn M. Johnson
Kristina Aja Johnson
Melanie Noel Jones
Emily Lynn Jura
Anthony Raymond Juzaitis
Sean Warberg Kelly
Jonathan H. Kiang
Nina Marie Knierim
Mark A. Koenen
Muriel Moody Korol
Eileen Kuo
Eric S. Lashner
Adam Haynes Laughton
Kevin M. Lawi
Seong W. Lee
Michelle Kathryn Leutzinger
Adam Scott Levine
Meredith Jamie Levy
Nicholas John Linder
Christopher Lott
Shane Roy Lowenberg
Robert Kenneth MacKay
Elizabeth Anderson Magee
Jeremy Michael Malatiolo
Sonam Makker
Nancy Kathleen Manley
Steven Farrell Marku
Blake Daniel Mason
Matthew John Mason
Heather A. McArthur
Elizabeth Small McBready
John Derek McConrad
Jennifer Leigh McGinnis
Michael Benjamin Meeks
Paul Evan Melnicak
Sean Majid Memon
Justin David Mogford
Rachel Ann Molinowski
Marjorie Anne Mulhall
Vanessa Jay Muller
Joshua Brandon Neal
Robert John Needham
Amanda Haynes Neely
John Dornett Niles
Lily Anna North
Ranie Natalie O’Neill
Michael McNeill Oswald
Justin Nathaniel Oulton
Jonathan Eric Pahli
Rohith Anand Parasaruman
Molly Corinne Penn
Lauren Brooke Phillips
Emily Picone
Michael Andrew Bulider Pitsesky
Hannah S. Polikov
Kyle David Pousson
Michael Anthony Pusateri
Leanne Michelle Reagan
Grant Marshall Reeves
Erin Aime Rinn
Michael John Roach
Sean Michael Roberts
Michael Todd Rosenberg
Brian Eliot Rosenzwieg
Lecan Nicole Rossick
James Gordon Saad
John Michael Saragos
Eric Louis Schatzl
Brianne Nicole Schwanzitz
Sarah Elizabeth Scott
Squire Jonathan Sercz
Shawn Gene Shelton
Timothy Yau-Chien Shih
Daniel Matthew Simon
Pamela J. Siison
Michael David Sopko
Travis Scott Souza
Serena Gaye Stein
Jarod Rodney Stewart
Cameron Semmre Stoll
Brian Gregory Strand
Dan Tannum
Armian Tashneck
Kelly Dawn Thomason
Scott Gordon Thompson
Ann Marie Tigan
Shane Michael Tintel
Jade Christopher Mark Tomlan
James Norman Toy
Lauren Tribble
Catherine Anna Tucker
Thomas J. Tynan
Kishanthi Vinayagamoorthy
Jennifer Etoia Wade
Minnano Wang
Ying Wang
Emily Jane Wasserman
Lawrence Reed Watson Jr.
Amber Nicole Watts
Katherine Margaret Weaver
Andrew Scott Weinberg
John Andrew West
Merideth L. Whitham
Christopher Charles Whitt
Pellman Wilder IV
Jennifer Nicole Wimsatt
Yusef Zaid Windham
Jeanette Ann Wingler
Matthew William Wolfe
Patrick Coleman Woolen
Aaron A. Wright
David R. Wright
Alexandra Mary Wyatt
Bryce James Yoder
Jennifer Amy Zimbroff

MASTER OF LAWS
Presented by Dean David Levi

September 1, 2007

Lixia Lin
William Love Candler III

May 11, 2008

Diego Alejandro Abadfa Barria
Yuhsue Abe
Hong Jin An
Jonas V. Anderson
Avaskhan Zaynudinovich Ansaliev
Jennifer Marie Avery
Alon Azulay
Peter René Berchtold
Daniel Blumenkranz
Jose Francisco Camarena Lopez
Javier Enrique Carrizo
Kyung Hee Choi
Joel Aaron Cabral Cohen
Gerardo Cruzat Ochagavia
Gonzalo Cruzat Valdes
Coraline Daennien
Patricia Anne Donkar
Anne-Sophie C. M. G. DeClercq
Yibai Dong
Frances Ann Eberhard
Carolina Frank
Isaku Furukawa
Dragan Gajan
Yi Ge
Catherine Hall Gibson
Tatiana Mikhailovna Golubko
Vaishali Gopal
Erin Jane Gustafson
David Scott Hamilton
Masakazu Hara
Yuriko Hayakawa
Xiaomei He
Melissa Geraldine Healy
Philipp Erust Josef Heer
Satoshi Hirota
Yuri Hirota
Ikuko Horikawa
Lan-Hsin Huang
Shusheng Huang
Takeshi Iseri
Hallin Jbali
Susan Zetta Jorgensen
Kyu Cheol Jung
Lynn Emile Kanaan
Carlos Gabriel Kaplan
Hans Kayaert
Mahnoud Kattana
Svetlana Kots
Michael Kucher
Jose Matias Larrahi
Shi Won Lee
Michelle Kathryn Leutzinger
Mengyu Lu
Monachingi Esukutsoi Madubuke
Heidi Mahnberg
Owen William McCarthy
John Derek McConradine
Filip Meire
Semih Metin
DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Presented by Dean Nancy C. Andrews

December 30, 2007

Jennifer May Adcock
Jordan Lee Barmish

May 11, 2008

Rachel Emily Beck
Allyson Marie Bratina
Matthew Philip Brennan
Kiersten Elizabeth Crean
Michelle Candice Crouse
Kimberly Marie Elzenga
Emily Blair Fennell
Megan Elizabeth Fuller
Eric Charles Gonzales Peterson
Gabrielle Ann Gordon
Megan Melissa Heintz

Christina Lapp Holladay
Kristin Huppi
Catherine Mary Janus
Nicole Ann Kallas
June Kim Lohnen
Kathryn Suzanne Magill
Kate Elizabeth Manuse
Virginia Claire Maranto
Laura Ellen Mason
Shefali Mathur

Stacey Lynn Mercer
Jenna LeeAnn Miller
Christopher David Moldan
Kristen Laura Molzon
Kari D. Montgomery
Staci Lynn Rogers
Matthew Nathan Rome
Jodie Marie Rush
Melissa Hildebrand Scales
Kathleen Mary Stewart

Michael Zia Tamaddoni
Kristen Marie Theresa
Breanne Kearsten Thorusen
Trisha Kathrynn Voelz
Koren Rebecca Wagner
Jennifer Lee Welsh
Benita Vanessa Wicker
Melissa Nicole Wilken
Caitlin Woodyard

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
Presented by Dean Nancy C. Andrews

May 11, 2008

Oteena Alice Adade
Neil Ahluwalia
Brian Douglas Alder
Ryan Berger Anderson
Aarti Asnani
Michael Everett Barfield
Daniel Coke Barr
Georgia Marie Beasley
Zachary Petrone Boas
Willem Eduard Bok
Ari David Bresman
Kadi-Arn Bryan
Aravind Sudhindra
Chandrashekar
Anne Dillard Cherry
Jonathan Dale Choi
Jason Andrew Clark
Patricia Ann Convery
Elizabeth Anne Cox
Joseph Charles Crozier
Marcus Darren Darrabie
Matthew Wayne DeCamp
Christopher Michael DeKienzo

Laura Ansley Downey
Joseph Martin Ebie
Jonathan Scott Ellison
Wen-Chi Foo
Jonathan Roullette George
Raymond Carlos Givens
Charitha Gowda
Jennifer Grad
Olivia Marie Granillo
Melanie Suss Greenman
Tiona De'Son Guess
Natasha Faye Harrison
Khaled Mahmoud Hassan
Robert Mead Hayward, Jr.
James Ernest Head
Sean Patrick Heffron
Ratha D. Heyda
Luke Frank Morris Hoagland IV
Robert Perry Hollowell
David Christian Hoster
Brandon Kasem Isariyawongswe
Benjamin Franklin Johnson
david P. Johnson

Kwame Johnson
Lindsay Dianne Jones
Lauren Alexandra Kahn
Lisa M Kaiser
Dev Nathan Kalyan
Kensaku Kawamoto
Jennifer Fal Kherani
Jared Kiddoe
Robert Joseph Kotloski
Rashmi Kudesia
Patrick James Lager
Martin J. K. Lau
Eric Abraham Lee
Aena Panchuk Lillis
Monica Anne-Marie Lupo
Jeffry Christopher Maxwell
Kanako Yamaguchi McKee
Janay Elizabeth McKie
Niharika Bansal Mettu
Robert Gil Micheletti
Blake Thomas Mischen
Bibhu Datta Mohanty
Andrew David Munro
Deipanjan Nandi
Lisa Anne Nowell
Pratish Ramanlal Patel
Andrew Robert Pogozelski
Ana Marie Ponce
Ashley Rebekah Presar
Surya Rao
Geoffrey Michael Rau
Margie Ann Ream
Travis Daniel Reeves
Michael Anthony Rhodes
John David Rhynier
Katina Denise Robertson
Aysha Ajei Sarpong
Asad Ali Shah
Eric Charles Shields
Lauren Talandis-Fath
Southlander
Serena Yen Shain Tan
Elizabeth Patricia Weinzierl
Julius Middleton Wilder
Jessica Lyon Wiser
Charles Albert Withers
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Presented by Dean Jo Rue Wright

September 1, 2007

Irattex Abarrategui
† Regulation of Tcfla Locus Recombination by Transcription

Stacey Jeanette Adam
Genetically Malleable Porcine and Marine Xenograft Models for Study of Tumorigenesis and Metastasis

Dan Ao
Social Capital and Getting a Job: A Revisit and New Direction

Christopher Franklin Bender
Pt(II) and Au(I) Catalyzed Hydrosilynation of C-C Multiple Bonds

Matthew Allen Blackston
Precision Measurements of Deuteron Photodissociation Using Linearly Polarized Photons of 14 and 16 MeV

Carrie Ann Ballard Blanchette
Examination of Aurora-A Kinase in Breast Cancer and Identification of Sp53 as a Putative Substrate

Gil Bohrer
Large Eddy Simulations of Forest Canopies for Determination of Biological Dispersal by Wind

Samuel Devere Bond
Hao He
Query Processing and Indexing Techniques on Semi-Structured Data

Joshua William Henshaw
Characterisation and Enhancement of Intestinal Gene Transport During Electric Field-Mediated Gene Delivery to Solid Tumor

Chia-Lin Hsu
Effects of Cytokine Signaling on Lymphoid Commitment During Hematopoiesis

Edgar Illas
The Enzyme Polishing of Postmodern Barcelona

Stephen James Inrig
In a Place So Ordinary: North Carolina and the Problem of AIDS, 1981 - 1997

Yi Jiang
Quantitative Analysis of the Myocardial Functional Microstructure

Matthew Steven Johannes
The Design of a Nanolithographic Process

Neil Patrick Jones
Cognitive Processes in Response to Promotion and Prevention Failure: A Study of Multiautistic Reasoning and Its Affective Consequences

Anuj Jawahar Kapadia
Accuracy and Patient Dose in Neutron Stimulated Emission Computed Tomography for Diagnosis of Iron Overload: Simulations in GEANT4

Yunus Kaya
Globalization, Industrialisation and Social Class in Less Developed Countries, 1980-2005

Alexis Marie Kuncel
Analysis of Stimulus Parameters for Thalamic Deep Brain Stimulation

Anne Ying-Ling Lai
Mechanisms of Lymphoid Lineage Commitment from Hematopoietic Stem Cell

Na Li
Thermodynamics and Kinetics on Nanowires Grown by the Vapor-Liquid-Solid Process

Tianyu Li
Molecular Mechanisms Underlying the Estrogen Regulated Lipid Homeostasis in the Liver

Daniel Stephen Lieb
Hedonic Benefits of Experiential Preparation

Dong Woo Lim
In-Situ Crosslinkable and Self-Assembling Elastin-like Polypeptide Block Copolymers for Cartilage Tissue Repair

Fei Liu
Bayesian Functional Data Analysis for Computer Model Validation

Quihua Liu
Exploitation of Unlabeled Data and Related Tasks in Semi-Supervised Learning

Zhonghua Lu
Regulation of Synaptic Formation and Maturation by Synapse Associated E3 Ubiquitin Ligases at the Neuromuscular Junction

Chaoyou Ma
Extracellular Matrix Protein Big-H3/TGFBI Promotes Metastasis of Colon Cancer by Enhancing Cell Extravasation

Julie Paquette MacEvoy
Hurt Feelings in Children's Friendships: Associations with Social Cognition, Behavior, and Adjustment

Nihakara Bansal Mettu
Targeting the Cotoceptor Interaction Surface as a Mechanism of Regulating Nuclear Receptor Transcriptional Activity

Laura Weston Murray
RNA Backbone Rotamers and Chiroptaxis

Michael James Nicholas
A Third Order Numerical Method for 3D Doubly Periodic Electromagnetic Scattering Problems

Dennis Patrick O'Neil
† Predicting Leader Effectiveness: Personality Traits and Character Strengths

Jaime Beth Palter
† On the Horizontal Advection and Biochemical Impacts of North Atlantic Mode Waters and Boundary Currents

† Dissertation Title
Dawn Marie Theresa Pedrotty
An In Vitro Study of Cellular Cardiomyoplasty: Structural and Functional Interactions of Non-Cardiomyocytes and Cardiomyocytes

Meagen Ann Pollack
Geochemistry of Dikes and Lavas from Tectonic Windows

Bogdan-Ioan Popa
Simplified Design Techniques for Physically Realizable Metamaterials and Applications

Nicholas Philip Robbins
Negative Point Mass Singularities in General Relativity

Jorgianne Gvey Robinson
A Process Model of Self-Worth: Management of the Self-Evaluative and Self-Regulatory Consequences to Relational Devaluation in Daily Life

Abel Rodriguez
Some Advances in Bayesian Nonparametric Modeling

Arani Roy
Neural Correlates of Auditory Feedback-Mediated Vocal Plasticity in the Songbird

Meredith Ellen Rumble
Examining a Comprehensive Cognitive-Behavioral Model of Insomnia for Breast Cancer Patients: A Daily Process Analysis

Luís Sienz de Viguera Erkiaga
Dona Onzi Dobi? Teoh Vu Debaten?: Tension y Heterogeneidad de la Cultura Radical Vasca en el Límite del Estado Democrático (1978-...) (Spanish summary)

Jiayun Song
NUFFT and NUFFT Based Reconstruction Algorithms for Non-Cartesian Imaging on Small Animals

Jennifer Rebecca Stapleton
Single Unit and Ensemble Response Properties of the Gustatory Cortex in the Awake Rat

Kelly Rhoda Stewart
Establishment and Growth of a Sea Turtle Rookery: The Population Biology of the Leatherback in Florida

James Bradley Sund
Surface Functionalization and Modeling of Polycrystalline Diamond and Electrochemical Detection of Nitrogen-Oxygen Species

Natasha G. Thorne
The Osmphilic Gustatory Receptor Genes: The Molecular Basis of Taste Perception and Cognition

Yaji Tian
Protein Engineering and Design of Thermostable Biosensors

Alicia Renee Vanston Timme-Laragy
Mechanisms Underlying Synergistic Developmental Toxicity of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons in Zebrafish

Dazhi Wang
Service Reliability: Models, Algorithms and Applications

Jianmei Wang
Kinesin Studies of Organic Reactions in Aquaporin Media and the Applications of Multicomponent Reactions in Organic Syntheses

Bin Wei
Three Essays in Financial Economics

Chien-Teh Wu
The Mechanisms of Spatial Selective Attention

Qing Xia
Dedicated Computed Tomography of the Breast: Image Processing and its Impact on the Breast Mass Detectability

Xiaodong Zhang
Pervasive Measurement and Barrier Films for Flexible Display Applications

December 30, 2007

Khadrab M. Abdi
Mechanistic Insights into Diversity and Organization of the Anchytrust-Spectrin-Based Membrane-Skeleton

Neha Awasthi
Phase Stability of Iron-Carbon Nanocarbons and Implications for the Growth of Carbon Nanotubes

Kelli A. Crews Baumgartner
Control and Optimization of Truck Coverage in Underwater Sensor Networks

Jessica Francine Cantlon
The Cognitive and Neural Roots of Mathematical Knowledge

Soojeong Choi
Spectroscopic Ellipsometry of Group-III Nitride Thin Films on III-N Semiconductor Surfaces

Ankush Chopra
Inter-Temporal Effect of Technological Capabilities on Firm Performance: A Longitudinal Study of the U.S. Computed Tomography Industry (1972-2002)

Charlotte Reeves Clark
The Synergy of the Commons: Learning and Collective Action in One Case Study Community

Lauren Alexandra Coats
Ghostly Trucks: Mapping Mobility in the United States

Todd Jonathan Cohen
Historic Decadencies Control Skeletal Muscle Remodeling

Lindsay Pamela Cohn

Edgar A. Colon-Emeric
Perfection in Dialogue: An Ecumenical Encounter between Wesley and Aquinas

Jennifer Moreen Cross
The New Economy, Stress, and Health: An Examination of Underemployment Trajectories over the Adult Life Course

Joseph Charles Crozier
A Functional Neuroimaging Study of Affective and Cognitive Processes in Malnourished and Non-Malnourished Children

Yuxiu Cui
Toxicogenomic Analysis of Caenorhabditis elegans Reveals Novel Genes and Pathways Involved in Cadmium Toxicity

Elizabeth Perrault Derryberry
Song Evolution in White-Crowned Sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys): Patterns and Mechanisms

Jennifer Reed Dillon
Modernity, Sanitation and the Public Bath: Berlin, 1896-1930, as Archetype

Leah Nicole DiMascio
Elucidating the Role of Metabolic Factors in Hematopoietic Stem Cell Maintenance

Seth Dowland

Rebecca Diane Dunning
Healing Historic Divides... or Institutionalizing Inequality? Historical Development and Inter-State Variation in American Child Care and Early Education Policy

Nathalie Dupont
Poumons Délivrants, Sujets Diagnostiques: Diversité, Négativité et Réflexivité dans le Poète Contemporain Francais

Alexis Therese Ernese
To Thine Own Self Be True? An Exploration of Authenticity

Matthew Patrick Fronheiser
Real-Time 3D Ultrasound Guidance of Interventional Devices

Mina García Soormally
Idolatry and the Construction of the Spanish Empire

Thomas Paul Gerber
Modeling, Experimental, and Observational Approaches to Integrating Susceptibility Evolution and Static Formation on Stochastic Continental Margins

Linda Lee Grasheider
Regulation of Hepatic Metabolism through PGC-1α-Mediated Pathways

Laura Ellen Grit
Extensible Resource Management for Networked Virtual Computing

Cécile Guéidan
Systematics of the Lichen Family Verrucariaceae and Evolution of the Web-Inhabiting Habit within a Group of Ecologically Diverse Fungi (Chromatothyriomycetidae, Ascomycota)

Ankur Gupta
Success Data Structures

Hao Huang
Determinants of Analyst Skill Specialization

† Dissertation Title
Paul David Husbands
"The People's President": Letter Writing, the Presidency and Popular Politics in Late-Nineteenth to Mid-Twentieth-Century America

David Emory Irwin
An Operating System Architecture for Networked Server Infrastructure

Tingting Jiang
Tracking Dynamic Boundaries by Evolving Curves

Amy Marie Johnson
Expectations of Slavery: African Captives, White Planters, and Slave Rebellionists in Early Colonial Jamaica

Mignon Antoinette Keaton
Characterization of Swell-Substrate Specificity and Subcellular Localization

Melissa A. Kenney
Which Nutrient Criteria Should States and Tribes Choose to Determine Waterbody Impairment? Using Science and Judgments to Inform Decision Making

Farrell Ray Kersey
Single-Molecule Mechanochemistry of Binuclear Reactions and Supramolecular Polymers

Satkatar Kau Kinney
Model Selection and Multivariate Inference Using Data Multiply Imputed for Discursive Limitation and Nonresponse

Kelley Colleen Kirkbridge
Eliciting the Role of the Transforming Growth Factor-β Type III Receptor in Bone Morphogenetic Protein Signaling

Joanna J. Kucinski
Nature of the Beast: Humans, Animals, and Society in England, 1660-1714

Jacob Langer
Corruption and the Counterrevolution: The Rise and Fall of the Black Hundred

Rhonda Mawhood Lee
The Substance of Things Hoped for: The Evidence of Things Not Seen: The Louisville Fellowship of Reconciliation

Chenghu Liu
The Critical Role of Dendritic Cells and DGKε in Innate Immunity and Host Defense against Toxoplasma gondii

Fang Liu
Hierarchical Process Variability Analysis for Analog Circuits and Its Application to Test Development, Fault Diagnosis, Yield Estimation, and Design Synthesis

Feifei Liu
Spontaneous Secondary Immunoglobulin Gene Rearrangements: Implications for Receptor Editing

Andrea Elizabeth Luteran
Towards the Molecular Basis of Affinity in Monoclonal and Multivalent Protein-Carbohydrate Interactions

Jana Ellen Mathews
Literary Lawmaking: Poetry, Statutes, and the Production of Knowledge in Medieval England

Kasey Marie Mattia
Crossing the Channel: Cultural Identity in the Court Entertainments of Queen Henrietta Maria, 1625-1640

David Michael Manger
The Identification of Factors Regulating the Alternative Splicing of the FGR2 Transcript in Epithelial Cells

Zoe Angela Meletis
Wasted Visits? Ecotourism in Theory vs. Practice, at Tortuguero, Costa Rica

Kevin McDonald Morrison
Non-Taxation and Representation: An Essay on Distribution, Redistribution, and Political Stability in the Modern World

Shomeek Mukhopadhyay
Dynamics of Driven Contact Lines

Anthony Joseph Narkawicz
Cokohology Jumping Loci and the Relative Malevo Completion

Dana Lynn Nettles
Artificial Neural Network Modeling of Coupled Thin Elastic- and Polymeric Formulation Parameters Effects on Physical Properties and Cellular Interactions for Cartilage Tissue Engineering

Kai Ni
Multi-Task Learning for Sequential Data via the Infinite Hidden Markov Model and the Nested Dirichlet Process

Magdalena M. Ostas
Romanticism and the Forms of Interiority

Eden Koren Onucha
The Subject of Privacy: Race, Rights, and Intimate Personhood in Modern American Literature and Law

Jennifer Ann Perry
Post-Translational Regulation of Cdc25 to Control Mitotic Entry

Alexandra Emmanouelle Petiet
A 4-Dimensional Atlas of the Developing Mouse using Magnetic Resonance Microscopy

Gianmarco Pinotti
Numerical Methods for Nonlinear Wave Propagation in Ultrasound

Ann Marie Pitruzzello
Characterization of Cardiac Electrical Restitution and Rhythm Stability throughout the Ventricular Wall

Charlene M. Praza
CD83, an Early Activation Marker Expressed on Antigen Presenting Cells, Influences MHC Class II Expression and CD4 T Cell and B Cell Longevity

Rachel Lee Price
Future Measures in Atlantic Literatures (1868-1968)

Hang Qi
Synthesis and Mechanistic Study of Carbon Nanotubes and Tungsten Oxide Nanowires by Chemical Vapor Deposition Methods

Sudheer Salu
DNA-Based Self-Assembly and Nanorobots: Theory and Experiments

Abigail Lauren Salerno
The Blind Heroine in Cinema History: Film and the Not-Visual

Heather Settle
On Giving and Getting by in Special Period Cuba: Love, Belief and Survival in the World of the Permanent Crisis

Mohan Shankar
Sampling and Signal Estimation in Computational Optical Sensors

Amy Congdon Sharma
Development and Design of a Near-Field High-Energy Gamma Camera for use with Neutron Stimulated Emission Computed Tomography

Haige Shen
Bayesian Analysis in Cancer Pathway Studies and Probabilistic Pathway Annotation

Pyush Shivam
Proactive Experiment-Driven Learning for System Management

Matthew McMinn Singer
The Electoral Politics of Vulnerability and the Incentives to Cast an Economic Vote

Michael Alexander Slifer
Genomic Convergence in Alzheimer Disease

Liangjie Tang
Novel Mass Spectrometry–Based Strategies for Biophysical Analysis of Proteins and Protein-Ligand Complexes

Laura Anderson Thomas
Emotional Modulation of Cognitive Skill Learning

Leigh Gabriela Torres
Top Predator Distribution and Foraging Ecology in Florida Bay, Florida

Mariana Moncassini Vale
Asian Distribution Patterns and Conservation in Amazonia

Katherine Dempsey Walton
Segmenting and Patterning Metadorms from Endoderm During Development: Emerging Roles for Hedgehog and Fgf4

Katherine D. Weaver
Thermodynamic and Kinetic Investigations of Structure-Function Relationships in Ferri Binding Protein, Transferrin, and Hemoglobin

Elizabeth Patricia Weinzierl
Molecular Signaling Mechanisms Regulating the Development and Maintenance of the Neuromuscular Junction

Christopher Alexander Whytock
Domestic Courts and Global Governance: The Politics of Private International Law

Jessica Arlene Wofford
The Role of Akt in Regulation of Glucose Uptake in T Cells

Dawn Banister Woodard
Conditions for Rapid and Topid Mixing of Parallel and Simulated Tempering in Multimodal Distributions

Kurt Daniel Wulff
Adaptive Control of an Optical Trap for Single Molecule and Motor Protein Research

‡ Dissertation Title
Junyi Xie
Handling Resource Constraints and Scalability in Continuous Query Processing

Hang Yin
Epigenetic Function of Piwi and Piwi-Interacting piRNAs in Drosophila

Yuxing Zhao
Regulation of Cell Death by Glucose Metabolism

May 11, 2008

Marc Jordan Adler
† I. Synthesis of an Advanced Rotterlist Intermediate. II. Development of a Microwave-Assisted Methodology for the Regioselective Synthesis of 2,2-Dimethyl-2H-Chromenes

Sahar Zahida Akhtar
Topics in Rational Choice Theory: Altruism, Consequentialism, and Identity

Charles Chibuzor Ananelechi
Modulation of Endothelial Cell Adhesion to Synthetic Vascular Grafts using Biotinylated Fibronectin in a Dual Ligand Protein System

Brooke Barrett Ancrice
Role of Helicobacter Pyloridis in Tumor Initiation and Maintenance

Mark Lawrence Anzehod
Saving Institutional Benefits: Path Dependence in International Law

Adam Wesley Barb
Inhibition of the Zinc-Dependent Deacetylase Lys: A Structural and Kinetic Characterization

Daniel William Barber
The Production of Immunogeneity: Deleuze, Yoder, and Adorno

Jin Yang Barnaby
Molecular Mechanisms for Plant Response to Drought and Pathogens

Allister Pierre Bernard
Modeling Biological Systems from Heterogeneous Data

Kelly Catherine Bishop
Location Choice and the Value of Spatially Delineated Amenities

Marie Louise Blanke
The Mechanism of Activation and Partial Agonism in the NMDA Receptor

Elizabeth Kaultleen Bucholz
4-Dimensional Magnetic Resonance Microscopy of the In-Vivo Marine Heart

Jeremy Michael Burke
Essays on the Acquisition, Provision, and Manipulation of Political and Economic Information

Andrew Henry Burkett
The Ministry of Chance: British Romanticism, Darwinian Evolutionary Theory & the Aleatory

William Derek Bush
Biophysical Studies of Melanins and Amyloid-β Peptides

Nicole Lynn Flocca Cagle
A Multiscale Investigation of Snake Habitat Relationships and Snake Conservation in Illinois

Chenghui Cai
Information-Driven Sensor Path Planning and the Treasure Hunt Problem

Marcos Canteli Vigón
Transistors for Printed Circuits: Seis Poetas Españoles

Danny James Cecile, Jr.
Modeling Pinos on the Lattice

Louise Karine Chourkoudian
Exogenous and Endogenous Chelating Agents for Mitigating Metal-Promoted Oxidative Stress

Dong Chen
Three Essays in Corporate Governance

Shao-Yin Chen
Identification and Functional Characterization of Erythrocyte MicroRNAs

Preeti Choudhary
Effects of Recognition versus Disclosure on the Structure and Financial Reporting of Share Based Payments

Bason Eric Clancy
Hydrodynamics of a Rotating Strongly Interacting Fermi Gas

Hanyi Zhuang
Molecular Mechanisms of Mammalian Olfaction

Tracy Ann Ziegler
Larval Release Rhythms and Larval Behavior of Palinurid Lobsters: A Comparative Study

Fernando Carlos Colchero Aragónés
Environmental Impact on the Population Dynamics of a Tropical Seabird in the Context of Climate Change: Improving Inference through Hierarchical Modeling

Kendra Laine Condon
The Regulation of Self-Renewal in Hematopoietic Regeneration and Malignancy

Deserai Anderson Utley Crow
Politics, Processes, and Policy Change: Recreational Water Rights in Colorado Communities

Amy Nicole Dalton
Look on the Bright Side: Self-Expressive Consumption and Consumer Self-Worth

Robert Benjamin Davis
Techniques to Assess Acoustic-Structure Interaction in Liquid Rocket Engines

Andrew Mccutcheon Crandell Dawes
Using Transverse Optical Patterns for Ultra-Low-Light All-Optical Switching

Jianrong Deng
Measurement of Z+γ Production and Search for Anomalous Triple Gauge Couplings in Proton-Antiproton Collisions at √s = 1.96 TeV

Gary Howard Dickinson
Barnacle Cement: A Polymerization Model Based on Evolutionary Concepts

Katherine Lee Dickinson
Indian Toilets and Tnzanni: Mosquito Nets: Understanding Households' Environmental Health Decisions in Developing Countries

Dana Lynne Dillon
As Soul to Body: The Interior Act of the Will in Thomas Aquinas and the Importance of First-Person Perspective in Accounts of Moral Action

Claudia Maria Dollins
Novel Applications of RNA Aptamers for Enhancement of Immune Responses

Patrick Merton Dudley
Welfare Benefits and the Race to the Bottom

Allison Leigh Dushane
Forawtive Drivers: Living Matter and the Development of the Modern Subject, 1789-1834

Elizabeth Helen Essary
Latent Destinies: Separatism and the State in Hawai‘i, Alaska, and Puerto Rico

Bradley Thomas Estes
Functional Tissue Engineering of Cartilage using Adipose-Derived Stem Cells

Elizabeth C. Finger
TRII as a Novel Tumor Suppressor in Lung and Prostate Cancer: Regulation by Internalization

Stephen Reily Finger
Research and Development Competition in the Chemicals Industry

Brian David Freibaur
Characterization of the Novel Telomere Associated Protein: hSum1B

Anthony Robert Geonotlli III
†Transport Phenomena in Anti-HIV Microbicide Delivery Vehicles

Caroline Padock Good
Spatial Ecology of the North Atlantic Right Whale (Eubalaena glacialis)

Kelly Jayne Gordon
Role of the Transforming Growth Factor Beta Type III Receptor in the Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition during Pancreatic Carcinogenesis

Michael B. Gratton
Coating of Thin Fluid Films

Chao Gu
Solid Surface Modification for Force Spectroscopy Measurements of Interactions at Single-Molecule Level

† Dissertation Title
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Gordon Keith Mantler  
Black, Brown, and Poor: Martin Luther King Jr., The Poor People's Campaign, and Its Legacies

Kristina Lynne McDonald  
Interpretations and Beliefs Associated with Children's Revenge Goals in Conflict Situations

Albert Meixner  
Low-Cost Methods for Error Detection in Multi-Core Systems

Kata Mihaly  
Essays on Peer Effects

Tomokazu Miyakozawa  
Flutter and Forced Response of Turbofan Aircraft with Frequency Mistuning and Aerodynamic Asymmetry

Charles Edward Munz  
Diodorus Siculus, Egypt, and Rome

Alvin Denis Murphy  
The Microfoundations of Housing Market Dynamics

LeelaArati Jayant Narlikar  
Towards a Complete Transcriptional Regulatory Code: Improved Motif Discovery Using Informative Priors

Srividya Natarajan  
A Study of Field Emission Based Microfabricated Devices

Denis NepiMen  
Essays on Empirical Analysis of Continuous-Time Models of Industrial Organization

Matthew Bryan Ogburn  
Exercise Injuries of the Blue Crab Callinectes sapidus

Sabah Osey  
Development of Novel Antidote Controlled Antithrombotic Aprotamers

Kevin Oo Yong  
Earnings Breaks and Earnings Management

Jerry Matthew Parks  
Simulations of Enzymes with Molecular Dynamics and Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical Methods

Efren Osvaldo Perez  
No Way Jose: The Nature and Sequence of U.S. Anti-Immigrant Opinion

Jonathan Marcus Glen Perry  
The Anatomy of Mastication in Extant Strepsirrhines and Eocene Apatolopes

Anamaria Pieschacoñ  
Oil Prices and Fiscal Policy in Small Open Economies

Heather Nicole Plicht  
Genealogies of Attention: The Emergence of U.S. Hegemony, 1870 - 1929

Natesh Sivasubramoniam Pillai  
Low Random Measures: Posterior Consistency and Applications

Ana Marie Ponce  
The Development and Utilization of Magnetic Resonance-Inadequate Temperature-Sensitive Liposomes

Virginie A. Pouzet-Duizer  
L'Impressionisme Littéraire: Capture de l'Inassaisissable.

Heather Ledbetter Prichard  
Adipose Stem Cells Improve the Foreign Body Response

Molly Magnolia Przywansky  
Feminine Imperial Ideals in the Caesares of Suetonius

Yuting Qi  
Dividend Process Mixture Modeling: Hidden Markov Mixture Models and Multi-Tier Compression Sensing

Ming Qian  
‡ Fusion Methods for Detecting Neural and Pupil Responses to Task-Relevant Visual Stimuli using Computer Pattern Analysis

Michael Quigley  
The Underlying Mechanisms Governing CD8 Memory T Cell Formation in Response to Acute Viral Infection

Margie Ann Read  
Hypoxia in Migrating Causes Thin Myocardium Syndrome and Uncoverts an Essential Function of Noradrenaline.

Robert Corey Remle  
Kinship Status and Life Course Transitions as Determinants of Financial Assistance to Adult Children

Sarah Marie Ronnebaum  
Pyramidal Tract Pathways and Glucose-Stimulated Insulin Secretion in Pancreatic Beta Cells

Lela Capri Rosenberg  
The Meaning of Sensation: Young British Art in the Nineties

† Dissertation Title
Isis Marie-Gabrielle Sadek
*Tierras, Regiones y Zonas: Políticas y Políticas de Espacios No-urbanos en los Sesenta en Brasil y Argentina*

Joshua Charles Sandquist
*Distinct Functions and Regulation of Nonmuscle Myosin II Isoforms A and B in Cell Motility*

Huiyan Sang
*Extreme Value Modeling for Space-Time Data with Meteorological Applications*

Henry Sauermann
*Individual Incentives as Drivers of Innovative Processes and Performance*

Shanaymph M. Furlow Sauls
*The Concept of Instability and the Theory of Democracy in the Federalist*

Carl William Schimmel
*Piano Concerto and A Generalized Linear Mixed Model Approach for Projecting Single Ticket Sales of American Orchestras*

Robert James Schutte
*In Vivo and In Vito Cytokine-Associated Immune Response to Biotamerals*

Wahyu Seyawan
*Computational Study of Low-Friction Quasicrystalline Coatings via Simulations of Thin Film Growth of Hydrocarbons and Rare Gases*

Janna Michelle Shackeroff
*The History Ecology and Social-Ecological Systems of Kona Coast Coral Reefs: Towards `Peopleled' Approaches to Marine Science and Management*

Kathryn Michelle Sharpe
*Underlying Contextual Effects Leading to Over Consumption: Extreme and Bundling*

Teresa Jean Sherwy
*Possible Ecologies: Re-Imagining Literature, Nature, and Hope in the Pacific*

Jordan Matthew Slott
*Numerical Modeling of Coastline Evolution in an Era of Global Change*

Joost Jan Son
*Institutional Constraints and Social Capital of Individuals in the Labor Markets: Comparison among the United States, China, and Taiwan*

Meredith Anne Spiker
*Development of an Efficient Design Method for Non-Synchronous Vibrations*

Joseph Alfred Spivey
*Twisted Cohomology of Hyperelliptic Mapping Class Groups*

Steven Herman Spool
*Fine-Tuning Plant Defense Signaling: Regulation and Function of NPR1*

Rachel Stroumsa
*People and Identities in Nsukka*

Katie Leutia Styer
*Using Genetic Analysis and the Model Organism Caenorhabditis elegans to Identify Bacterial Virulence Factors and Innate Immune Defenses against Pathogens*

Ariana Eileen Sutton-Grier
*The Role of Plant Functional Diversity and Soil Amendments in Regulating Plant Biomass and Soil Biogeochemistry in Restored Wetland Ecosystems in the North Carolina Piedmont*

Hao Tang
*Germ Line Stem Cell and Somatic Stem Cell in Mammalian Gonad Development*

Robin James Tanner
*Unrealistically Optimistic Consumers: A Selective Hypothesis Testing Account for Optimism in Predictions of Future Behavior*

Hailiang Tao
*Waveguide Invariant Focusing and Field Directionality Mapping with a Passive Acoustic Array*

Victoria Graves Thayer
*Life History Parameters and Social Associations of Female Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) off North Carolina, USA*

Peter Acerbo Torrione
*Statistical Algorithms for Landmine Detection in Ground Penetrating Radar Data*

Erin Anne Tripp
*Systematics and Pollination System Evolution in Ruellia (Acanthaceae)*

Diana Frances Tyson
*Explaining Discrepant Findings for Performance-Approach Goals: The Role of Emotion Regulation during Test Taking*

Jennifer Lin Umbach
*Analysis of the Interaction between Viruses, miRNAs and the RNAi Pathway*

Jules van Binsbergen
*Essays in Finance*

Michelle Renee vanDellen
*Social, Personal, and Environmental Influences on Self-Control*

Joseph Michael Valpe
*Mechanistic and Genetic Basis in Human Immunoglobulin Heavy Chain Development*

Charles Stevenson Wallace, Jr.
*Endothelial Cell Adhesion and Function when Co-Cultured with Smooth Muscle Cells*

Matthew James Walters
*Expanded Versatility and Stereochemical Investigation of the KDGP and KDPCat Aldolases*

Yu Wang
*Naturalizing Ethnicity, Culturalizing Landscape: The Politics of World Heritage in China*

Zhigang Wang
*Identification and Characterization of the Trafficking Machinery Mediating Spine Transport of Recycling Endosomes and AMPA Receptors during Long-Term Potentiation*

Weslyn Claire Ward
*Molecular Analyses of Melanins and Neomelanins*

T. Camber Warren
*Communicative Structure and the Emergence of Armed Conflict*

Michael James Watts
*Photochemical Degradation of Aqueous Organics in Chlorinated Solutions*

Julianne Melissa Weinzimmer
*The Distant Reach of the Middle East: How Perceptions of Conflict Affect Jewish Israeli American and Palestinian American Identity*

Heather Lee Wieman
*Growth Factor-Mediated Regulation of Glut1 Trafficking and Degradation*

Julius Middleton Wilder
*Socioeconomic Status as a Fundamental Cause of Mortality in African Americans: The Pin County Study*

Anastasia Leigh Wise
*Unraveling the Etiology of Familial Interstitial Pneumonia: Genetic Investigations of a Complex Disease*

Qiju Judy Wu
*The Regulation of Esm2 in CSF Arrest*

Zhihong Xu
*Synthesis and Properties of α-p-Bromo- and/or α-p-Thionucleoside Mono-, Di- and Triphosphate Analogues*

Gail E. S. Yoshitani

Nicole Lynn Zandt
*Abi Tyrosine Kinases Mediate Intercellular Adhesion*

Junjie Zhang
*Production from Natural Resources with Latent Abundance Information: The Case of the Fishery*

Quan Zhou
*Signal Processing for Time Series of Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging*

---

**PERSONS WHO ARE LISTED SEPARATELY AS CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE AND DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY**

- Ryan Berger Anderson
- Joseph Charles Crozier
- Matthew Wayne DeCamp
- Robert Joseph Kotloski
- Patrick James Lager
- Anna Pinchak Lillis
- Niharika Bansal Mettu
- Anna Marie Ponce
- Margie Ann Ream
- Elizabeth Patricia Weinzierl
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

Wendell Berry — Doctor of Literature
Faculty Sponsor — L. Gregory Jones  Trustee Sponsor — Paula H. Crown

Wendell Berry, who lives on a farm in Port Royal, Kentucky, is the author of more than forty books: novels, poetry, and essays. As one profile described him, “Berry’s work as a farmer, neighbor, citizen, activist, teacher, poet, novelist, and essayist is one of those rare collections of experience that touches each of us deep in our own lives.”

In all of his writing — which blends agrarianism, a philosophy that celebrates the small farmer’s careful stewardship of the land, and ecological consciousness — Mr. Berry has advocated the importance of responsible living and sustainable communities. He has called a healthy community “an indispensable measure” of a good society, adding, “You can’t operate without it.”

Among his books are The Unforeseen Wilderness, about a journey by canoe and on foot through a wilderness area threatened by development; The Hidden Wound, in which he reflects on race, racism, and his own experience as a white Southerner; and The Unsettling of America, an important tract for the conservation movement that treats farming as a cultural need and a spiritual discipline. His collections of poetry range from The Broken Ground, in 1964, to A Timbered Choir: The Sabbath Poems 1979-1997. His novels include The Memory of Old Jack, Remembering, and A World Lost.

Mr. Berry earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees at the University of Kentucky. His first novel, Nathan Coulter, was published in 1960. Shortly thereafter, a Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship took him to Italy and France, where he came to know Wallace Fowlie, Duke’s legendary professor of French literature. Today Mr. Berry’s work is taught by a range of Duke faculty members across many disciplines. Among other honors, he has been a Rockefeller Foundation Fellow and a National Endowment for the Arts grant recipient.
Helene Gayle — Doctor of Science  
Faculty Sponsor — Karla F. Holloway  
Trustee Sponsor — Daniel T. Blue, Jr.

Dr. Helene Gayle became president and chief executive officer of CARE, the international poverty-fighting organization, in 2006. She is the first woman and the first person of color to lead the premier humanitarian organization in its sixty-year history.

Previously, Dr. Gayle was a senior executive with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. As director of the foundation’s program on HIV, tuberculosis, and reproductive health, she oversaw a portfolio of approximately $1.5 billion in grants. Under her leadership, the foundation expanded support for HIV and TB prevention, treatment, and research programs, and developed a strategy to improve global access to reproductive health.

For nearly twenty years, beginning in the early 1980s, Dr. Gayle served at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. There she directed the CDC’s National Center that focuses on the prevention of HIV, sexually transmitted diseases, and tuberculosis. She also studied malnutrition in children in the United States and around the world, evaluated and implemented child-survival programs in Africa, and worked on HIV/AIDS research, programs, and policy. A profile in Ebony noted that colleagues considered her “one of the most effective professionals working in AIDS research, because of her solid scientific background and because she is a physician with a heart.”

A graduate of Barnard College, Dr. Gayle received her M.D. from the University of Pennsylvania and a master’s in public health from the Johns Hopkins University. She has received dozens of awards, published numerous articles on public health, and served on the boards of many nonprofit organizations and universities. In 2006, the Wall Street Journal named her as one of “The 50 Women to Watch.”
James F. Goodman - Doctor of Laws
Faculty Sponsor — Robert L. Clark  Trustee Sponsor — Kimberly L. Jenkins

James Goodman is president and chief executive officer of Capitol Broadcasting Co., Inc., of Raleigh, North Carolina. Under his leadership, Capitol has been at the forefront of communications and broadcast technology. One of his stations, WRAL-TV in Raleigh, broadcast the first digital and high-definition signals in the country and was the first to convert its local news operation to high definition.

After attending Duke’s Pratt School of Engineering, he enlisted in the Navy. Remaining closely tied to the university, he has served on the boards of the Kenan Ethics Institute, Duke University Medical Center, and the Duke Health System.

Mr. Goodman grew up in the television industry, working in WRAL’s operations and engineering departments. He assumed the role of president of Capitol at age thirty-six. His grandfather, Raleigh lawyer and businessman A.J. Fletcher, founded the company.

Over the years Mr. Goodman’s community initiatives — including his efforts to keep the Durham Bulls in Durham, to build a new stadium, and to secure a Triple-A franchise — have been recognized by many organizations. The News & Observer of Raleigh named him “Tarheel of the Year” in 2003. The newspaper highlighted the historic American Tobacco complex, a major office and retail development in downtown Durham that Mr. Goodman had a key role in envisioning and bringing to fruition. It also called attention to his drive to limit the number of radio and television stations that large media companies are permitted to own—something that he has called important for a functioning democracy.

Mr. Goodman has received the state’s highest honor, the North Carolina Award, along with Broadcasting and Cable’s DTV Pioneer Award. In 2005, the DeWitt Wallace Center for Media and Democracy, at Duke’s Sanford Institute for Public Policy, honored him with the Futrell Award for Outstanding Achievement in Communications and Journalism.
Patricia M. Wald — Doctor of Laws
Faculty Sponsor — Sara S. Beale
Trustee Sponsor — Christine M. Durham

Patricia McGowan Wald began her legal career in 1951 as a law clerk to Judge Jerome Frank of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. She then worked as an associate for the firm of Arnold, Fortas & Porter in Washington.

From there, she became a member of the National Conference on Bail and Criminal Justice, later serving as a consultant or member of several groups including the National Conference on Law and Poverty, the President’s Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, the President’s Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Criminal Justice, the National Advisory Committee on Civil Disorder, and the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence.

In 1977, Judge Wald became the assistant attorney general for legislative affairs for the Department of Justice. Several years later, she was appointed a circuit judge to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit — the first woman on that court. In that role, she was widely considered an intellectual leader and a prudent decision-maker. She became chief judge in 1986, and served there until 1991, when she began service on the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia. More recently, she was a member of the President’s Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States Regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction. The panel was charged with examining U.S. intelligence gathering in light of the war in Iraq.

After graduating from the Connecticut College for Women, Judge Wald earned her law degree at Yale Law School. In the course of a distinguished legal career, she has received honors from such organizations as the American and Women’s Bar Associations, the International Human Rights Law Group, and the Washington Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights and Urban Affairs.
Barbara Kingsolver — Doctor of Humane Letters

Faculty Sponsor — William L. Chameides
Trustee Sponsor — Thomas C. Clark

Barbara Kingsolver was among the prominent authors who spoke at the 2006 North Carolina Festival of the Book, held on the Duke campus.

Ms. Kingsolver’s work includes five novels, among them The Poisonwood Bible, a runner-up for the PEN/Faulkner Award and the Pulitzer Prize, and Animal Dreams, winner of the Edward Abbey Award for Ecofiction; collections of short stories and poetry; an oral history; two essay collections; and a prose-poetry text accompanying the photography of Annie Griffiths Belt. Her most recent book, written with her husband, Steven L. Hopp, and their daughter, Camille Kingsolver, a Duke junior, is Animal, Vegetable, Miracle: A Year of Food Life. The book chronicles the family’s commitment to eat only what they could grow themselves or buy from local suppliers in southwestern Virginia, where they raise free-range chickens, turkeys, and Icelandic sheep and tend to an enormous vegetable garden. In its review, The New York Times called it “an engaging amalgam of memoir, environmental reporting, and how-to book.”

Ms. Kingsolver grew up in Kentucky and graduated from DePauw University; she has a master of science degree from the University of Arizona. After graduate school, her work as a science writer for the University of Arizona led her into feature writing for magazines and newspapers. She began publishing short fiction and poetry in the mid-1980s; her first novel, The Bean Trees, was published in 1987.

In 2000, she received the National Humanities Medal, the nation’s highest honor for service through the humanities. At the time, President Bill Clinton praised “her insightful portrayals of those too often left behind, women, children, Native Americans, Latin Americans, and the poor.” He added, “With compassion and humor, she seamlessly weaves political, social, and environmental concerns into her work, inspiring us with the beauty and tenacity of the human spirit.”

In 1997, Ms. Kingsolver established the Bellwether Prize, awarded for a first novel that exemplifies outstanding literary quality and a commitment to literature as a tool for social change.
HONORS AND DISTINCTIONS

TRINITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Summa cum laude

Aleksandr Andreev
Laura Lynn Anzaldi
Alexandra Pauline Barash
Margot Elizabeth Bowen
Laura Katharine Brookhiser
Hans Dietrich Buder
Lisa Yinhua Chen
Andrew J.C. Cunningham
Emma Claire Davies
Laura Wooding Dickey
Sarah Taylor Ellis
Julie Lynn Friedman
Chong-Min Fu
Sarah Adams Gilleskie
Sarah Alyson Gordon
Adam Gross
Shuo Guan
Michael Fee Haley
Frances Lee Hardie
Sarah Jane Haselchine
Davis Chaitler Hasty
Joanna Christine Hayes
Marguerite M. Hoyt
Kevin Yunfong Jeng
Emily Katherine Jones
Katrina Eve Kurnit
Ashley Minah Kwon
Claire Helen Lauterbach
Amanda Jean Lee
Christopher Michael Lester
Alexandra Elpiniki Livanos
Jennifer Ann Morris
Anne Knox Morton
Istvan Andras Nadas
Omar Mohamed Newera
Alison Tracey Perlberg
Jason Thomas Prager
Laura Elizabeth Rudisill
Jonathan Foster Russell
Paul Joseph Slattery
Michael Jason Sloyer
Grant Matthew Smith

Magna cum laude

Devin Paymon Alavian
Kristin McKenzie Alves
Christopher Michael Anderson
Benjamin Charles Arendt
Xue Bai
Adam David Barrer
Rita Elizabeth Baumgartner
Kshitipra U Bhavekar
Lisa Bomfield
Ryan Michael Bopp
Rachel Erin Brown
Ross Skylet Buckley
Jessica Blaire Burchell
Thomas Auldlen Burcher III
Christopher Fielding Callaway
Holly Ann Cardoso
Spencer Keith Cargill
Joonhahn Cho
Nam Young Cho
Adam Alexander Chopko
Kelley Chuang
Stephanie Diane Coleman
Michael Eric Cooper
Alison Lindsay Crawford
Charles Nicholas Cuneo
Melissa Nicole Dackis
Lindsay Cheryl Daney
Andrew Stuart Davis
Cason Everett Denny
Ria D. Desai
Huan Dong
Laura Elizabeth Lois Chandler Douglas
Shun Michael Dozier
Adam Craig Eaglin
Mahmood El-Gasim
Lynne Elizabeth Evans
Yu-Ting Fan
Kamil Farhan Faridi
Luciana Monteiro Garcez Farmer
Jesse Carter Ferrantella
Anne Elizabeth Fleishman
Laura Elizabeth Floyd
Andrey Fradkin
Alexander James Frank
Maura Beth Friedman
Brian Joseph Gaffey
Jason Hasmukh Ghodasra
Stephen Ross Goedtke
Keith Baum Greenberg
Kate Deborah Guthrie
Taylor Brooke Halbert
Elizabeth Dana Hardwick
Catherine Renee Hawley
Lauren Anne Herring
Nadia Zein Hidayatallah
Ghared Homayounfar
Robert Davis Hostetter
Maanasa Indaram
Taylor Hawke Jardino
Lindsay Stephan Kennedy
Tirasam Khandhavit
Gene Kim
Aashta Ahmed Kircher
Leslie Ann Kirkman
Jefferson Barrett Kist
Jason Scott Klein
Jordan Reid Kornberg
David Adam Kuritsky
Michael Scott Kuritzky
Ashley Yasemin Kustu
Maria Kuznetsova
Madeleine Sullivan Lambert
Michael Lawrence Landerer
Paul Conrad Lauerman
Varun Kumar Leela
Rebecca Erin Lesklin
Browyn Ashleigh Lewis
Samantha Jo LoRusso
Katherine Courtenay Macllwaine
Sarah Elizabeth Marlay
Laura Elizabeth Mathe
Daniel Ryan McCartney
Margaret Daniels McSpadden
Arnav Mehta
James David Melton IV
Maureen Olivia Murphy-Ryan
Abirami Natarajan
Diana Ni
Joshua Matthew Oyster
Daniel Jung Pak
Katherine Elizabeth Pappas
Elizabeth Park
Brian Douglas Pearson
Brandon Wade Peck
Brence D. Pernell
Quang Huy Pham
Alisa Jennifer Prager
Christine Marie Raines
Harish Raja
Simone A. Randolph
Gaston James Rauch
Julia Margaret Reddy
James Henry Gourley Richman

Ashley Elizabeth Sobel
Charles Edgar Staats III
Nicole Elizabeth Stump
Sterling Jamison Tadlock
Sruthi Monica Thatchenkeri
Seth Adam Tulman
Peter Lounds Van Tassell
Sarah Katherine Wallace
Donna Marie Werling
Joseph Carleton Williamson
Kathryn Husted Wooten
Jun Wu
Lindsay Elizabeth Wyatt

Daniel Vroman Riley
Laura Elizabeth Robinson
Mabel Rodriguez
Anna Regina Rogers
Robert Cory Rothschild
Josef Assad Sadaat
Rachel Elana Saperstein
David Scott Shapiro
Rayhanesh Sharif-Askary
Sophie Grace Shay
Jessica Anne Silver
Eric Anthony Silva
Benjamin Gurran Sosnaud
Jennifer B. Staton
Kelly Jane Stephenson
Evan Michael Stewart
Sam Michael Swartz
Joshua Tan
Jennifer Leigh Tanaka
Paula Danielle Taylor
Ryan Andrew Tolkien
Yevgeniy Vayntrub
Vanja Vlahovic
Yuan Wang
Frank Cartwright Weiland
Eric Quinn Weinstein
Kristina Elizabeth Wilson
Eliott Gerard Wolf
Megan Elizabeth Woodford
Shiyun Sophia Xia
Alexander Dong Hyung Yoo
Lingren Zhang
Pu Paul Zhao
Kelley Ayo Ahkemokhali
Laura Chase Allen
Elizabeth Zoe Baer
Jennifer Eunsung Bakh
Brandon Keith Bailey
Nicolas William Bammer-Whitaker
Melissa Caroline Barr
Gregory David Beaton
Yael Cleo Berman
Jeffrey Peck Blickman
Erica Michelle Bosen
John Merrymon Brockardt
Trinity Anne Brown
Jason Robert Brown
Marjorie Elisabeth Bryan
Jeffrey W. Buchanan
Andrew Conover Burns
Halley Mira Carmack
Mary Theresa Carnesale
Reid Harding Cater
Marc Edward Champaloux
Sylvia Samihalkashmi Charles
Randolph T Chen
Cheng Chen
Seo-Jung Choi
Seungwon Chung
Brandon Scott Curl
Sojia Dalia Degesys
Jonathan Ashbrook Detzel
Ekta Rajiv Dharia
Laurel G. Donaldson
Veronica Dragalin
Amanda Leigh Drucker
Matthew Douglas Edwards
Michele Jennifer Farber
Amy Winter Feagles
Hailey Armstrong Ferber
Adam James Finkelstein
David Joseph Fiorillo
Ashley Lashayla Flucas
Daniel Aaron Friedman
Rebecca Frances Friedman
Brian Lloyd Frommer
Ikea Inez Alberta Marie Gardner
Joseph Drexel Germanese
Emily Morrow Glenn
Kaitlyn Gonzaleski
Katherine Beck Good
Regine Marie Gordon
Julie C Grimley
Jeffrey Alan Gullo
Matthew Waldner Guttentag
Robyn-Ashley Hall
Jennifer Lynn Herrng
Brian Philip Hertzberg
Thu Thien Thi Ho
Jiang Hai Ho
Matthew David Hoffman
Andrea Susan Houghulting
Amy Hsu
Amanda Kathryn Jones
Samanta Fuller Jones
Manisha Kak
Valerie Anne Kaplan
Kelsey Louise Kingsbery
Kyle George Knight
Peter Benjamin Weisenbeck
Knowslon
Lara Jessica Koch
Lee E Kornfeld
Madeleine Alexander Kramer
Anita Krishnaraao
Shawn Gaurav Kwatra
Katherine M Lee
Stephen Myung Lee
Elissa Lerner
Joy Samuel Levin
Emily Margaret Levy
Ian Thompson Long
Kristofer David Machado
Brinton J.W. Mauke
Molly Rachel McGarrett
Kerry Ann McIntosh
Rachel Annette McLaughlin
Matthew Bures McNeil
Kathryn Marie Minshew
Megan Ruth Moskop
Jillian Kate Murphy
Duy Duc Nguyen
Bolina Niu
Kayleigh Marie O'Keefe
William Tucker Page
Anita Kochikar Pai
Michael Kay Palmer
Ashin Bharat Parekh
Tae-Jil Park
Slava Petrova Petrova
Lindsey Elexa Phillips
Samanta Jean Prouty
Cynthia Sara Rabinovitz
David Stephen Christopher
Radenmayer
Christiane Rachel Regelbrugge
Kaitlin Claire Riddler
Eric Michael Roberts
Allison Suzanne Rogers
Grace Morgan Sanders
Alyssa Jordan Sankin
Kristen Marie Sellor
Joshua Aaron Setzer
Rachel Perri Shack
Jefferson Brame Shaw
Grace Chia Hsueh Shih
Jungwon Shin
Daniel Rockford Singer
James Michael Smyth
Alexander Justin Somers
Mary Katherine Strong
Courtney Elizabeth Stull
Karina Jingxuan Sun
Jayne Susanne Swank
George Tarakhovski
Norman Russell Underwood
Analise Paige Vendrell
Tyson Matthew Wepprich
Victoria Catherine Weston
Caroline Lovejoy Whistler
Tyler Kent Williams
Kirk Bennett Willmarth
Frederick Tyler Woelfel
Ho Yuen Frank Wong
Kandis Britanny Wood
Murat Yahya
Adam Matthew Zell
Jay Zhu
Bryan Michael Zupon
Megan Kelsey Zweig
Allison Celeste Zwirn
GRADUATION WITH DISTINCTION

Africa and African American Studies
Jacinta L. Green

** Carolin Leyoey Whistler

Art, Art History & Visual Studies
Art History
Merredith Fletcher Breuer
Laura Wooding Dickey
Hailey Armstrong Ferber
Jennifer Ann Morris
Vanja Vlatic

** John Jeffrey Workman

Visual Arts
Elizabeth Lawrence Duggins
Alice Rotan Zimmerman

Biological Anthropology and Anatomy
Rita Elizabeth Baumgartner
Hannah Simone Biederman
Amy Elizabeth Brown
Andrew Bernard Collins
Charles Nicholas Cunego
Isel Marie Del Valle
April Amanda Edwards
Frances Lee Hardin
Ian Jameson Kuenmer
Elizabeth Marie Kramer
Shaun Gaurav Khatra
Maggie Jackin Lin
Tara Marissa Mandalayvala
Caroline Jenette Morrow
Alexa Kathleen Namba
Joshua Matthew Oyster
Anita Kochiakar Pai
Lisa Ann Pataki
Shaina Devi Wahl
Emily Elizabeth Waner

Biology
Xue Bai
Sarah McClamrough Bennett
Margot Elizabeth Bowen
Denise Pamela Chang
Linda Chang Chen
Lisa Yinhua Chen
Youneung Cho
Joseph Gill Christenbury
Gregory Joseph Condor
Emma Claire Davies
Valerie Aspen Davis
Huan Dong
Kamil Farhan Faridi
James Morely Friedman
Julie Lynn Friedman
Margaret Susan Fromeberger
Elizabeth Ann Harden
Elizabeth Cecce He
Cheryl Chiapei Ho
Jioun Hai Ho
Tammy Shane Ho
Gelareh Homayounfar
Alena Huang
Mark Ryan Jelley
Kristen Jenkins
Molly Anne Jones
Nicole Marie Joy
Kyle Cameron Kershner
Peter Benjamin Weisenbeck

Knowlton
Anita Krishnaraai
Will Sihang Kurtz
Gregory Michael Laird
Emily Margaret Levy
Michelle Rose Lotker

Tianyi Lu
Shankar Narayana Mundhiru
Bolin Niu
Sally Shin Yee Ong
Elizabeth Park
Erica E. Perez
Lindsey Elea Phillips
Matthew James Pehr
Emily Alison Ponizer
Alisa Jennifer Prager
Harish Raja
Anna Regina Rogers
Jonathan Foster Russell
Melissa Ann Schneiderman
Sophie Grace Shay
Grace Chia Hui Shih
Jennifer Yi-Chien Song
Amanda Kristin Swearingen
Adrienne Danielle Taylor
Tyson Matthew Weprich
Ho Yuen Frank Wong
Lindsay Elizabeth Wyatt
Andrew Yeh
Ning-Yi Zheng
Kolea Christopher Kodis
Zimmerman

Chemistry
Laura Lynn Anzalda
Jason Robert Brown
Lucy Lyda Coassin
Riva Das
Yo-Ting Fan
Aaron Steven Fisher
Catherine Renee Hawley
Tammey Shane Ho
William Blair Hudson
Lindsey Stephen Kennedy
Ashley Minah Kwon
Eriu Christine Lamb
Alexandra Elpiniki Livanos
Arnav Mehra
Rebecca Lillian Mutesi
Bethany Margaret Neilson
John Walter Overcash
Quang Huy Pham
Alexander Edely Pratt
Jumaaz Yasin Raja
Ashley Elizabeth Sobel

Classical Studies /Classical Civilisation

* Laura Linda Rudisill

Computer Science
* Matthew Douglas Edwards

Cultural Anthropology
Gorriel Singh Baidwan
David Andrew Picozzi
Elizabeth Dana Hardwick
Katherine Leigh Howe
Marguerite M. Hoyler
Laura Elizabeth Robinson
Marissa Kathryn Seuc

Earth and Ocean Sciences
Sarah Denise Eagle
Warumont
Kanitpanyacharoen

Economics
* Aleksandr Andreu
Thomas Frederick Aten
Elena Stefanova Bachvarova
Megha Bisarya

* Tasha Staer Rollerslev
* Daniel Kaye Cook
William Warren Davis
* Katelyn Rae Donnelly
* Andrew Fraklin
David Rowe Garver
Adam Gross
* Michael Harris
Brooke Elizabeth Jand
Amanda Kathryn Jones
Valerie Anne Kaplan
Joshua Isaac Kazdin
* Michael Scott Kuritzky
Caitlin Rarity McLaughlin
* Ashni Bharat Parakh
* Edward Raymond Phlipot
Daniel Ke Pu
* Stephen McGregor Raymond
Paul Joseph Slattery
Michael Jason Sloyer
* Matthew Brett Sperber
* Karen Jingyuon Sun
Sarah Macdonald Sutherland
* Sruthi Monica Thatchenkery
Ryan Andrew Tolkin
* Peter Lundnes Van Tassel

English
* Devin Paymon Alavian
* Shannon Michael Dozier
* Adam Craig Eaglin
* Sarah Taylor Ellis
Jordan Bernard Everson
* Melissa Ann Ferney
Regine Marie Gordon
Allison Beth Hauser
* Maria Kuznetsova
* Stephen Myung Lee
* Anne Knox Morson
Christina Anne Patiokas
Alison Tracy Perberg
* Daniel Vroman Riley
* Hiram Harmon Rogers
* Paula Danielle Taylor

Environmental Sciences and Policy
Andrew Gordon Cook
Sarah Elizabeth Marlay

Environmental Sciences and Policy
Sara Park Reynolds
Ekta Rajiv Dharia

History
* Jean Carmen Abreu
** Christopher Michael Anderson
Regina Ray Bell
Lisa Bonnfield
Kamaria Amora Campbell
Judd Harris Fastenberg
Lauren Catherine Gevert
Kimberly Nicole Griffith
Alexander Graham Campbell
* Taylor Hawke Jardino
John Samuel Kooistra
* Nathaniel Jardan Minott
Katherine Elizabeth Pappas
* Josef Assadullah Sadat
* Jon Roy Schwabach
Daniel Rockford Singer
* Kelly Jane Stephenson

International Comparative Studies
Marjorie Elisabeth Bryan
Andrew J.C. Cunningham
Vasavi Reddy Devireddy
Andrea DiNamarco
Amy Winter Feagles
Laura Anne Heeter
Kayleigh Marie O’Keefe
Kathleen Marie Stanton

Linguistics
** Halley Mia Carmack
Linda Estelle Gonzales
Emily Mimi Kim

Mathematics
** Michael Edward Bauer
** Tirasnak Khandhavat
Aleak Kamlesh Shah
* Charles Edgar Staats III
Elliott Gerard Wolf
* Liangren Zhang

Medieval & Renaissance Studies
* Norman Russell Underwood

Philosophy
* Matthew Edward Danforth
* Gelareh Homayounfar
* Eric Quinn Weinstein

Physics
Alejandro Jose Caceres
Alexander James Frank
Christina Danielle Herring
Chris Michael Lester
* Sebastian Liska
Tutunon Sinthuprasit
David Aaron Saba

Political Science
Zhao Ping Chen
Claire Helen Lauterbach
Amanda Ross Moundie
Duy Duc Nguyen
Gill Randall Stevens
Jennifer Leigh Tanaka

Program II
Jessica Teres Evans-Wall
Sarah Jane Heselton
Abirami Natarajan
Kelly Kain Teagarden

Psychology
Aliandra Pauline Barasch
Rachel Erin Brown
Mary Theresa Carnesale
Dennis Di Chen
Jeremy Chase Crawford
Melissa Nicole Dackis
Laurel G. Donaldson
Viktoria Elia
Michele Jenni Farber
Katya Christine Fernandez
Melissa Nicole Fundora
Paul Jefferson Geiger
Jennifer Lynn Herring
Nadia Zein Hidayatullah
Thaytien Thi Ho
Andrea Susan Houghting

* High Distinction
** Highest Distinction
Nabihah Iqbal Kara
Yuan Tina Liang
Samantha Jo LoRusso
Andre Deon Mansion
Meredith Jo McAdams
Caitlin Therese McPhee
Brandon Wade Peck
Andrew Rendall Pelchach
Grant Matthew Smith
Cara Meghan Stalzer
Donna Marie Werling
Victoria Catherine Weston

Public Policy Studies
Samuel Broder-Fingert
** Thomas Alden Burcher II
Elizabeth Burke Crawford
** David Andrew Fiocco

** Daniel Mark Freidl
** Sarah Allyson Gordon
** Kate Deborah Guthrie
** Chiara Elizabeth McPhee
** Rachel Annette McLaughlin
Meghan Devaney O'Toole
Ankit Shrivastava
** Sarah Katherine Wallace
Justin Mark Makovsky
Brinton J. W. Markle

Religion
Alfredo Garcia
Kelsey Louise Kingsbery
Elissa Lerner
Norman Russell Underwood

Romance Studies
-French
** Anna Elizabeth Heinrichs
** Nathalie Michelle Basile
** Danna Shawn Zabrowsky
-Spanish
* Madeline Claire Burdick

Sociology
Ifichwa Elizabeth Afolayan
James Milton Carter
Kristin Cathleen High
Benjamin Curran Sosnau
Ashley Nicole Sotherland
Jennifer Brooks Staton
Clara Christina Ward

Theater Studies
** Robert Martin Baird
** Shaun Michael Dozier
** Sarah Taylor Ellis
** Davis Chandler Hasty
** Madeleine Sullivan Lambert
** Elissa Diana Lerner
** Julia Symmes Robertson

* High Distinction
** Highest Distinction
PRATT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Summa cum laude

Carol Weichi Chen
Ryan Patrick Dobbertien
Werapong Goo
LiHeng Guo

Jillian Robyn Harris
Jeffrey Alan Hussmann
Melissa Ellen Levy

Qianwei Li
Sebastian Liska
Eric John Ojerholm

Chin Chun Ooi
Andrew Shell Waterman
Yvonne Joy Yamanaka

Magna cum laude

Cyrus Bobak Amoozegar
Jeffrey James Barry
Michael Edward Bauer
Jason Joseph Blum

Matthew Frederick Campbell
Xiaoying Sheryl Chen
Patrick Joseph Eibel
Addison Wesley Ferrell

Philip John Gorman
Qinxian He
Alexander Hvlang
Fallari Kansal

Eugene Kim
Stephen Joseph Rosenzweig
Rick Anthony Szcdronski
Philip James Wolfe

Cum laude

Christine Marie Bestvina
Heidi Yi-Shin Chang
Michael Z Chen
Brayden Edward Glad
David Kenneth Hall

Yuxuan Hu
Matthew Robert Johnson
Syed Mohammad Shams Kazmi
Jason Bennet Liu
Lee Michael Pearson

John Joseph Reilly III
Serge Reshetnikov
Alyx Cali Rosen
Eric Reader Schuchman
Adam Ross Udasin

Andrew Neil Wilkinson
Tianshi Wu
Bo-Young Yeum
Edison Mingtao Zhang

Elections to Tau Beta Pi

Cyrus Bobak Amoozegar
Jeffrey James Barry
Michael Edward Bauer
Jason Joseph Blum
Matthew Fredrick Campbell
Carol Weichi Chen
Xiaoying Sheryl Chen
Ryan Patrick Dobbertien
Brayden Edward Glad
Werapong Goo

Philip John Gorman
LiHeng Guo
Qinxian He
Alexander Hvlang
Matthew Robert Johnson
Fallari Kansal
Syed Mohammad Shams Kazmi
Eugene Kim
Melissa Ellen Levy
Qianwei Li
Sebastian Liska
Jason Bennet Liu
Scan Thomas McGuire
Eric John Ojerholm
Chin Chun Ooi
Lee Michael Pearson
Serge Reshetnikov
Alyx Cali Rosen
Stephen Joseph Rosenzweig
Eric Reader Schuchman
Rick Anthony Szcdronski
Andrew Shell Waterman
Andrew Neil Wilkinson
Aaron Michael Wise
Philip James Wolfe
Tianshi Wu
Yvonne Joy Yamanaka
Bo-young Yeum
Edison Mingtao Zhang

Graduation with Distinction

Biomedical Engineering
Cyrus Bobak Amoozegar
Daniel Syed Bokhari
* Tiffany Wen-zone Chang
* Carol Weichi Chen
* Cindy Sue Cheng
* Kerry Elizabeth Costello
Ryan Patrick Dobbertien
Werapong Goo
* LiHeng Guo
Andy Huang
Alexander Hvlang
Priscilla Hvlang
Syed Mohammad Shams Kazmi
Eugene Kim
Neha Krishnamohan
Jason Bennet Liu
Sean Thomas McGuire
Laura Kent Moore
Eric John Ojerholm
John Andrew B. Pura
Archana Ramireddy
Stephen Joseph Rosenzweig
* Marc Coleman Shelton
* Cameron Ray Smith
Andrew Douglas Sobel
Geoffrey LeRoy Southmayd
Karli Ann Speitzler
Matthew David Sternberg
Melissa Tsuboyama
Garrett Wayne Wood
Tianshi Wu
Lola Xiaoqing Xie
* Yvonne Joy Yamanaka
Felix Yuh-Chern Yap

Civil Engineering
Ian Lerner Cassidy
Elizabeth Harvey Crabtree
Steven Michael Lattanzio II
Lee Michael Pearson
Gielan Ian Michel Robertson

Electrical & Computer Engineering
Michael Edward Bauer
Jeffrey Alan Hussmann
Melissa Ellen Levy
Serge Reshetnikov
David Matthew Wagner

Mechanical Engineering
Cyrus Bobak Amoozegar
Jason Joseph Blum
Matthew Frederick Campbell
Stephen Thomas Clark
Addison Wesley Ferrell
Ryan Kenneth Gallant
Werapong Goo
David Kenneth Hall
Qinxian He
John Michael Kearney
Sebastian Liska
Chin Chun Ooi
Tyler Wynsloos
Philip James Wolfe
Edison Mingtao Zhang
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Keasha Dawn Abarca  
Aiya Nicole Alberg  
Kay W. Allen  
Kelly Elizabeth Anderson  
Patricia Andrade  
Shannon Fitzgerald Anzivino  
Megan Frances Avots  
Regina Elizabeth Balgowan  
Jamie Ambers Banwell  
Laura Summers Bax  
Tuesday Baum Bogan  
Susan White Bowers  
Kimberly Caroline Brewer  
Stephanie Nicole Brogdon  
Nicole Marie Casto  
Deborah Hanlett Chestnutt  
Vanessa McCready Cline  
Courtney Fletcher Collins  
Phillip Connors  
Rebecca Susan Cranford  
Leslie Catherine de Perzel  
Scarlet Brammer Dial  
Lisa Leann Emmendorfer  
Julie Crystal Evans  
Elizabeth Winston Faulker  
Allison Marie Felkner  
Faith Fisher-Halpern  
Megan Erin Flaherty  
Jennifer Collins George  
Tina P. Goodpasture  
Jamie Elizabeth Harlby  
Katherine Lee Hawkins  
Barbara Jo Henderson  
Paige Nicole Herschend  
Miroka Rose Hicks  
Jo Ellen Holt  
Gina Yadira Jones  
Rachel C. Klein  
Frances Miriam Kovens  
Katherine Marie Kurtz  
Charis Elisa Lawson  
Jennifer Ann Layden  
Andrea Laine Lingle  
Benjamin Ovitt Linthicum  
Monette Mabolo  
Mitzi McFarland May  
Nancy Metzger McCabe  
Donna Elaine McCallie  
Karen Kelly McFarlane  
Diana Melane McHenry  
Aletheaire Anne Medcalf  
Jennifer Elizabeth Modell  
Kelly Elizabeth Moore  
Pamela Lynn Moore  
Mary Allen Mullins  
Jennifer Elizabeth Oxley  
Susan Kay Piceron  
Rachel Elizabeth Pinckers  
Scovilena  
Anna Jarmczyk Prall  
Courtney Elizabeth Price  
Sybil Anne Pyle  
Vicki Terry Richardson  
Tara Elizabeth Ringer  
Meredith Lynn Ross  
Amy Elizabeth Runk  
Shannon Russell  
Kimberly Ann Rybak  
Elizabeth Ann Sawicki  
Meredith Tivona Singer  
Brett B. Sites  
Harpreet K. Smith  
Lisa Lynne Smith  
Shirley Elnore Smith  
Keel Stauffacher  
Gisela Ernestine Sanford Stroud  
Sarah Elizabeth Peters Sullivan  
Daniel Shan Velez  
Lisa Anne Walker  
Susan Elizabeth Wassell  
Pamela Sue Watson  
Sarah Larkin Wheeler  
Margaret Alison Lacy White  
Sondra Newhouse Williamson  
Viterose Velet Willshire-Lyherl  
Myrrh Olivia Ingram Winston  
Laura Marie Tavianian  
Amanda Winslow Yopp

FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Fuqua Scholars

Steven Derek Abrahams  
Sung-Cheol Ahn  
Todd Philip Atlas  
Andrew James Bentley  
Charles Kyle Berkowitz  
Charles Steele Bracken IV  
Aravind Sudhindra  
Chandrashankar  
Quinn Tyler Cornelius  
Stephanie Elizabeth Cox  
Jeffrey William Davis  
Arjun Dutt  
Susan Lynn Hazard  
Dongho Jeon  
Bradley James Johnson  
Waleed Kameel  
Michael Eric Kessler  
Matthew Roger Kuehler  
Cristiano Angulski de Lacerda  
Patrick James Lager  
Cameron Perry Lawler  
Steve Ko Lim  
Sean Majid Memon  
David Allan Miller  
Sampath Nachiappan  
Jungaun Oh  
Andrea C. Pawlczek  
Paul Joseph Philpott  
Benjamin Jacob Finsky  
Mark Daniel Poston  
Sreenivasan Ranganathan  
Lynn Diana Salins  
Joseph Thomas Slankas  
Scott Elliot Stroud  
Ann Marie Tausammit  
David William Thorkelson  
Ty Andrew Webb  
Barak Weisman  
Ping Yu  
Zeyu Zheng

DIVINITY SCHOOL

Summa cum laude

Benjamin David Alexander  
Philip L. Andaras  
Thomas Faulman Arthur  
Andrew Michael Bell  
Rachel Leigh Doboney  
Christi DaShia Dye  
Robert Evusie Moses  
Laura Anne Rodgers Levens  
Eric Richard Olson-Getty  
Michael M. Owalt  
Jacquelynn Price-Linnartz  
Andrew Michael Roswell  
Christopher L. Schelin  
Jennifer Lyn Stallings  
David Michael Staples  
Mark Steven Storslee  
Casey Brandon Taylor  
Joy Elizabeth Turner  
Eric Wayne Vogt  
Matthew Philipp Whelan  
Anthony Wade Williams  
Derek Alan Woodard-Lehman

Magna cum laude

Latonya L. Agard  
Elizabeth Hamilton Bahnson  
Hannah Adair Bonner  
Jason Douglas Bryant  
Andrew Jason Byers  
Ashlee Lauren Cowles  
Karen Melinda Cruchfield  
Seann Michael Duffin  
Matthew Charles Easter  
Christopher Graham Ford  
Kate Svajan Forer  
Holly Anne Gaudette  
Jennifer N. Green  
Seth J. Heringer  
Thomas Daniel Irving  
Sarah Elizabeth Kerr  
Danielle Kathryn Kosanovich  
Anna Elizabeth Layman  
Laura Fine Ledford  
Bethel Lee  
Jonathan Chambers Lewis  
Jennifer K. Mackenzie  
Matthew H. Marston  
Betty J. Morton  
Brian Arlys Pape  
Christian Brooks Peele  
Catherine A. Phillips  
Owen Walker Reagan IV  
Marc William Rickabaugh  
Rebecca Lynne Rigel  
Scott Coggins Ryan  
Kirsten Lynn Heacock Sanders  
Kelly Renee Schelin  
Brian Osborne Signong  
Anthony J. Tigner  
Craig David Uffman  
Chanequa Walker-Barnes  
Leah Kate Welch  
Nathan John Willowy  
Kevin Kim Wright
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Elections to Alpha Omega Alpha

Aarti Asrani
Daniel Coke Barr
Ari David Brettman
Aravind Suddhadeva
Chandrashekar

Jason Andrew Clark
Christopher Michael DeRienzo
Wen-Chi Foo
Khaleed Mahmoud Hassan

Robert Perry Hollowell
Lindsay Diane Jones
Kensaku Kawamoto
Patrick James Lager

Robert Gil Michele
Travis Daniel Reeves
Elizabeth Patricia Weinzierl

ELECTIONS TO PHI BETA KAPPA

Bethany Heather Allen
Cyrus Bobak Amoozegar
Christopher Michael Anderson
Aleksandr Andreev
Laura Lynn Anzaldua
Xue Bai
Karthik Balasubramanian
Alyxandra Pauline Barasch
Naomi DeLeeuw Barrowclough
Rita Elizabeth Baumgartner
Margot Elizabeth Bowen
Laura Katharina Brookhiser
Rachel Erin Brown
Martha Frances Brucato
Thomas Auldren Burcher, II
Kevin Andrew Burleson
Christopher Fielding Callaway
Matthew Frederick Campbell
Holly Ann Cardoso
Nair Diana Chang
Carol Weichi Chen
Lisa Yinhu Chen
Xiaoying Sheryl Chen
Jillian Sarah Chasnuck
Rachel Rose Cohen
Catherine Alessandra Cohianini
Frank Stewart Coleman III
Stephanie Diane Coleman
Meredith Lynn Conklin
Christopher Calahan Conway
Jeremy Ryan Cook
Allison Lindsay Crawford
Charles Nicholas Cuneo
Andrew JC Cunningham
Lindsay Cheryl Danny
Nicholas James Dashman
Emma Claire Davies
Laura Wooding Dickey
Mahmood El-Gasim
Sarah Taylor Ellis
Lynne Elizabeth Evans
Yu-Ting Fan
Luciana Monteiro Garaz Farmer
Kathryn Ann Feiereisen

Addison Wesley Ferrell
Claudia Fischmann
Annie Elizabeth Fleischman
Laura Elizabeth Floyd
Andrey Fradkin
Julie Lynn Friedman
Chong-Min Fu
Sarah Adams Gilleskie
Sarah Alyson Gordon
Phillip John Gorman
Adam Gross
Shuo Guan
Taylor Brooke Habert
Michael Fee Haley
Elizabeth Dana Hardwick
Jillian Robyn Harris
Sarah Jane Haseultine
Davis Chandler Hasty
Catherine Renee Havelky
Joanna Christine Hayes
Jeffrey Herbert
Michael Joseph Higgins, Jr.
Kara Helen Hodges
Marguerite M. Hoyler
Yanhu Phillips Huang
Alexander Hwang
Brian William Itani
Kevin Yunfong Jeng
Emily Katherine Jones
Pallavi Kansal
Keigo Kawaji
Tirasan Khandhawit
Gene Kim
Kyoung-Wha Kim
David Samuel Kleban
David Adam Kuritsky
Katrina Evie Kurnit
Ashley Minah Kwon
Stephen Michael LaFata
Madeleine Sullivan Lambert
Claire Helen Lauterbach
Amanda Jean Lee
Christopher Michael Lester
Qianwei Li

Alexandra Elpiniki Livanos
Samantha Jo LoRusso
Michael Paul Mattoccio
Laura Elizabeth Mathe
Jori Ellen May
Leland Monte McNabb, Jr.
Arnab Mehta
Troy Dean Mester
Rebecca Kate Miller
James Colin Montpetit
Jennifer Ann Morris
Kenneth Edward Morrison
Anne Knox Morton
Scott Neil Naturnar
Omar Mohamed Nevera
Phillip D. Nicholas
Cristina Maria Nunez
Chun Chun Ooi
Katherine Elizabeth Pappas
Jason Hasmukh Patel
Sweta Mahesh Patel
Alison Tracy Perlberg
Quang Huy Pham
Aaron Joseph Pollack
Jason Thomas Prager
Yushen Qian
Christine Marie Raines
Charles Thomas Randazzo
Mitha Vijay Rao
Benjamin L. Reed
Paul Jones Tyner Reid
Krislynn Paige Reuter
Melissa Richer
James Henry Richman
Alexandre Vladimirovich Rourke
Laura Elizabeth Rodisill
Jonathan Foster Russell
Josef Assad Sadat
Jonathan Marc Schaffer
Eric Reader Schuchman
Srishti Seth
Matan I. Seton
Peng Shi
Jessica Anne Silver

Ph.D. Recipients

Paul Joseph Staltery
Michael Jason Sloyer
Grant Matthew Smith
Nathaniel Jason Smith
David Andrew Snider
Ashley Elizabeth Sobel
Corey Sobel
Christina Huijin Sun
Charles Edgar Stuats III
Daniel Richard Stevens
Nicole Elizabeth Stump
Samuel Michael Swartz
Jessica Lee Taylor
Susanna V Temkin
Srutti Monica Thatchenker
Ryan Andrew Tolkin
Seth Adam Tulman
Caitlin Quinn VanDevander
Peter Loundes Van Tassel
Valerie Vaughn
Sarah Katherine Wallace
Ye Wang
Amanda Lynn Way
Rachel Ramsay Weeks
Frank Cartwright Weiland
Eric Quinn Weinstein
Donna Marie Werling
Joseph Carleton Williamson
Philip James Wolfe
Kathryn Husted Wooten
Brian Isaac Wright
Jun Wu
Lindsay Elizabeth Wyatt
Yvonne Joy Yanamaka
Alexander Dong Hyung Yoo
Shiyun Sophia Xia
Lingren Zhang
Bruce Ian Carlin
Kafui Drizas

SPECIAL PRIZES AND AWARDS

Aerospace Studies
AF Royce Distinguished Graduate
Geoffrey Michael Cohan

African and African-American Studies
Walter C. Burford Award for Community Service
Simone A. Randolph

John Hope Franklin Award for Highest GPA
Caroline Lovejoy Whistler

Karter F. C. Holladay Award for Service to Duke
Albert Nnamdi Oseke

Art, Art History and Visual Studies
Mary Duke Biddle Foundation Visual Arts Award
Elizabeth Lawrence Duggins

Nancy Kaneb Art History Award
Jennifer Ann Morris
John Jeffrey Workman

Sue and Lee Nord Prize in the Visual Arts Award
Marilyn May Tyner

Asian/Pacific Studies
Sierra WuDunn Memorial Scholarship
Jin Yan
Pei Fufu Yen

Athletics
ACC Plaque for Excellence, Scholarship and Athletics
Zachary R Greer
Jennifer Madeline Pandolphi

Biology
Edward C. Harms Prize for Excellence in Biology
Margot Elizabeth Bowen

Excellence in Plant Science Prize
Kolea Christopher Kodis Zimmerman
James B. Rest Memorial Award in Comparative Organismal Biology
Charles Nicholas Caneo

Biology Faculty Award
Jonathan Foster Russell

Maggie Schneider Award in Marine Biology
Emma Claire Davies

Business
Asa T. Spaulding, Sc Award for Leadership
Barak Weinsman

Breeden Award for Finance
Michael Eric Kessler

Distinguished Service Award
Susan Lynn Hazard

Dean's Recognition Award
Steve Derek Abrahams
Aparupa Bhattacharya
Timothy Edward Chiodo
Mary Shepherd Garris
Erika Leigh Hamilton
Jennifer Lynn Harms
Michael Dennis Midgett, Jr.
Andrea C. Pawelcek
Benjamin Jacob Pinsky
Gita Gayatri Rebbapragada
Laura Todd Simonson
Suzanne Naomi Steffens

Kenbane Award for Leadership
Kimberly Michelle Radford
Charles David Scarse

Adam D. Schiffert Award for Mentorship
Sarah Marie Glat

Chemistry
Kenneth Gordon Fellowships for Independent Study
Jason Robert Brown
Lucy Lyda Coassin
Erin Christine Lamb
Alexandra Elpiniki Livanos
Bethany Margaret Neilson
John Walter Overcash
Quang Huy Pham
Cynthia Edwige Seraphin

American Chemical Society Analytical Division Undergraduate Award
Julie Elizabeth Dexheimer

Beckman Scholars
William Blair Hudson
Arnav Mehta

Merek Index Award
Laura Lynn Anzaldua
Quang Huy Pham

Department of Chemistry Award
Amanda Jean Lee

Hyperscope Scholar Award
Arnav Mehta

Council for the Arts
Louis B. Stulka Prize in the Creative and Performing Arts
Adam Craig Eaglin
Honorable Mention: Marilyn May Tycer

Edward H. Benenson Award in the Arts
Heather Larissa Collins
Shawn Michael Dozier
Sarah Taylor Ellis
Kaitlyn Gonsiewski
David Chandler Hasty
worata Kinsawat
Kyle George Knight
Maria Kuzelevičova
Madeleine Sullivan Lambert
Caroline Stilwell Patterson
Daniel Vroman Riley
Marilyn May Tycer

Cultural Anthropology
Paul Farmer Award for Justice and Social Responsibility
David Andrew Fiocco

Judith E. McDade Prize in Cultural Anthropology
Margaret M. Hoyler
Laura Elizabeth Robinson

Dance
Julia Wray Memorial Dance Award
Summer Robins

Divinity
Duke Divinity School Award for Excellence in Bible
Scott Coggins Ryan

FUMMWA Fellowship Seminarian Award-Seminarian Award
Hoyt Hickmam Award for Excellence in Liturgics
Errick LaMont Baldwin

Jameson Jones Preaching Award
Tremayne Morrell Johnson
Meredith Nicole Wende

McMurtry Richer Awards
Outstanding Student Pastor:
Ronald Edward Gurganus
Outstanding Student in Field Education:
Emily Lauren Sanford
Outstanding Student in Mission Award:
Robert Evans Moses

Documentary Studies
John Hope Franklin Student Documentary Award
Kaitlyn Gonsiewski
Marissa Kathryn Seuc

Julia Hoefer Day Award in Documentary Studies
Megan Ruth Moskop
Jessica Anne Silver

Earth and Ocean Sciences
Thomas V. Laska Memorial Award
Sarah Denise Eagle
Warrentorn Kanlpuyacharoen

Education
Winifred Quinton Hutton Prize in Education
Michele Jenna Farber
Jennifer Lynn Herring

Engineering
American Society of Civil Engineers Prize
Jocelyn Lee Harrington
Steven Joseph Worrall

David Randall Fuller Prize
Andrei Elizabeth Drummond
Gareth Surah Ouana

Raymond C. Goughner Award
Chin Chun Ooi

The Helmholtz Award
John James Whitman

Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science Faculty Award
Sebastian Liska
Chin Chun Ooi

Otto Moyer, Jr. Trio Beta Pi Award
Sebastian Liska

Audrey E. Fulmer Award
Lee Michael Pearson
Adam Ross Uchans

Eric I. Pas Award
Ian Lerner Cassidy
Lee Michael Pearson

Theo Pilbington Award
Sara Ashley Hinds

Pi Tau Sigma Scholarship Award
Addison Wesley Ferrell

Charles Seeger Memorial Award
Jeffrey Alan Hussmann

Walter J. Seyler Scholastic Award
Ryan Patrick Dobbertien
Eric John Ojerholm

George Sherrerd III Memorial Award in Electrical Engineering
Melissa Ellen Levy
Andrew Shell Waterman

William Brouwer Snow Environmental Engineering Award
Lee Michael Pearson

Student Service Award
Weraong Goo
Leslie Michelle Voorhees

The da Vinci Award
Ryan Patrick Dobbertien
Eric John Ojerholm

Charles Rose Wail Memorial Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching Award
Andrew Shell Waterman

English
Academy of American Poets Prize
2006—Adam Craig Eaglin
2008—Adam Craig Eaglin

Anne Flexner Award for Fiction
2006—Christopher Fielding Callaway—2nd Place
2008—Daniel Vroman Riley

Anne Flexner Award for Poetry
2007—Christopher Ryan Nold—3rd Place
2008—Jane Syeye Chen

Terry Welby Tyler, Jr. Award for Creative Writing
2007—Adam Craig Eaglin
William M. Blackburn Scholarship
2006—Jane Syije Chen
2007—Daniel Worman Riley

Francis K. Pemberton Scholarship
2006—Christopher Fielding Callaway
Honorable Mention:
2008—Christopher Ryan Nold

Margaret Rose Knight Sanford Scholarship
2007—Izabela Ivona Wojciechowska

Shuttle Senior Writing Award
Adam Craig Eaglin

Department of English
Nonfiction Essay Competition
2006—Adam Craig Eaglin
2007—Izabela Ivona Wojciechowska

Department of English
Most Original Honors Thesis
Christina Anne Patiokas
Sarah Taylor Ellis

Environment
Sarah LaBonde Award
Sarah Elizabeth Marlay

Film/Video/Digital Program
Award of Merit
Shaun Michael Dozier

History
William T. Laprade Prize in History
Taylor Hawke Jardino

Cannon Prize
Brence D. Pernell

Literature
Baxson Headen Palmer Literary Prize
Michael Fee Haley

Mathematics
Julia Dale Prize in Mathematics
Tirasam Khandhawit
Charles Edgar Staas III

Karl Menger Award
Tirasam Khandhawit
Linggren Zhang

W. L. Putnam Mathematical Competition Fifth Place
Tirasam Khandhawit
Linggren Zhang

Medicine
American Federation for Aging Research Scholarship
Elizabeth Anne Cox

American Australian Association Scholarship
Laura Ansley Downey

American Diabetes Association Scholarship
Eric Charles Shields

American Medical Association
Physicians of Tomorrow
Oteana Alice Adade

American Medical Association Scholar
Jeffrey Christopher Maxwell

Randall Bollinger Scholarship
Jonathan Scott Ellison
Lauren Alexandra Kahn

Eva J. Salter Award
Patricia Ann Convery
Andrew Robert Pogozelski

Cancer Biology Scholarship
Charles Albert Withers

Cavanagh Prize — The Panorama of Vasalius
Jason Andrew Clark
Robert Gil Micheleti

Clinical Research Training Program
Robert Mead Hayward, Jr.
James Ernest Head
Janay Elizabeth McKe
Pretesh Ramantial Patel
Geoffrey Michael Rau

Joseph Collins Fellowship
Jessica Lyon Wiser

Dean’s Recognition Award
Oteana Alice Adade
Aarit Ansami
Patricia Ann Convery
Matthew Wayne DeCamp
Rashmi Kudesia
Travis Daniel Reeves
Julius Middleton Wilder

Dean’s Tuition Scholarship
Kadi-Ann Bryan
Jason Andrew Clark
Tiona De’Son Guess
Charles Albert Withers

Dannaine Duke Scholarship
Anne Dillard Cherry
Robert Gil Micheleti

Doris Duke Fellowship
Brian Douglas Alder
Sean Patrick Heifron
Jonathan Roulette George
Asad Ali Shah
Jessica Lyon Wiser

Fulbright Scholarship
Deopian Nandli

General, Cardiac and Thoracic
and Surgery Scholarship
Marcus Darren Darrabie

Howard Hughes Research Training Fellowship
Wen-Chi Foo
Eric Abraham Lee
Andrew David Munro
Andrew Robert Pogozelski

Howard Hughes Medical Institute Scholarship
Bibhuti Datta Mohanty

Thomas Jefferson Award
Robert Perry Hollowell

Ovarian Cancer Research Scholarship
Patricia Ann Convery

Roadmap Scholarship
Ratha A. Heyda
Robert Perry Hollowell
Brandon Kasem Isarianwongse
Lindsay Diane Jones
Dey Nathan Katyan
Rashmi Kadesia
Monica Anne-Marie Lapo
Lisa Anne Nowell
Supriya Rao

Senior Scholarships
William C. Arroyan Scholarship
Neil Ashinawalia
Aarit Ansami
Daniel Coke Barr
Christopher Michael DeRienzo
Jeffrey Christopher Maxwell
Travis Daniel Reeves
Eric Charles Shields
Robert Perry Hollowell
Lindsay Dianne Jones

Barham Merit Scholarship
Jonathan Dale Choi
Wen-Chi Foo
Asad Ali Shah

Eugene A. Stead Research Scholarship
Daniel Coke Barr
Melanie Sass Greenman
John David Rhyner

Tebeauet Research Scholarship
Kanako Yamaguchi Mckee

Leonard B. Tom Humanism in Medicine Award
Charles Albert Withers

Hubert Yurgra Scholarship
Supriya Rao
Travis Daniel Reeves

Ideal Physician Award
David P. Johnson

Huss Prize in History of Medicine
David P. Johnson

Military Science
Distinguished Military Graduate
Brian M. Hyer
Kaden Carwell Koba
Alexander Frank James

Music
William Klez Prize in Music Composition
Janet Jiennu Chen

Henry Schuman Music Prize
Christopher Glenn Destasio
Honorable Mention:
Melissa Rose Bromley

Naval Science
American Legion Military Excellence Medal
Alexis Foss Steele

American Legion Scholastic Excellence Medal
Reed Ransom Smith, Jr.

Reserve Officers Association Award
Christopher Burke Eldinger

USAA Service Award
Alexis Foss Steele

CNO Distinguished Midshipman Graduate Award
Reed Ransom Smith, Jr.

Military Officers Association of America Award
Thomas Cavaugh Figgatt, Jr.

National Defense Industrial Association Award
Elizabeth Marie Kramer

Naval Submarine League Achievement Award
Simon Young Kwak
Nursing
Dean’s Award for Outstanding Leadership
Jo Ellen Holt

Bonnie Jones Friedman, Ph.D.
Humanitarian Award
Tina P. Goodpasture

Thelma Inglis Award
Debra Louise Ramsey
Amada Winslow Yopp

Ruby L. Wilson Award
Laura Simmens Bax
Jo Ellen Holt

Physical Therapy
(Doctor of Physical Therapy)
American Physical Therapy Association
Mary McMillan Award
Christina Lapp Holladay

American Physical Therapy Association
Minority Scholarship
Amy Elizabeth Morin
Benita Vanessa Wicker

Duke Doctor of Physical Therapy Diversity Award
Michael Zia Tamaddoni

Helen Kaiser Alumni Award
Kathleen Mary Stewart

Helen Kaiser Scholarship
Michelle Candice Crouse
Christina Lapp Holladay
Virginia Claire Maranto
Laura Ellen Mason
Christopher David Moldan
Matthew Nathan Rome
Kathleen Mary Stewart

Outstanding Student Recognition Award
Shefali Mathur
Kathleen Mary Stewart

Political Science
Alona E. Evans Prize in International Law
Claire Helen Lauterbach

Elizabeth G. Verville Award
Claire Helen Lauterbach

Robert S. Rankin Award in American Government and Constitutional Law
Caroline Elizabeth Mix

Robert S. Rankin Award in American National, State, and Local Governments
Elizabeth A. Kelley

Robert S. Rankin American Government Award for Leadership and Academic Achievement
Gill Randolph Stevens
Jennifer Leigh Tanaka

Ole R. Hofsté Award in American Foreign Policy and International Relations
Duy Duc Nguyen

Psychology
Karl E. Zener Award for Outstanding Performance of an Undergraduate Major in Psychology
Alixandra Pauline Barasch

Public Policy Studies
Joel Fleishman Distinguished Scholar Award
Sarah Adams Gilleskie

Terry Sanford Leadership Award
Amanda Annette Dorsey
Brionton J.W. Markle

Romance Studies
Robert J. Niess/Alexander Hull Award in French
Anna Elisabeth Heinrichs

Richard L. Predmore Award in Spanish
Kathryn Husted Wooten

Sociology
Iva Harper Simpson Award for Research Excellence
Benjamin Curran Nosnau

Graduate Teaching Award
Amy Marie Johnson

Theater Studies
Harold Brody Award for Excellence in Musical Theater
Shann Michael Dozier
John M. Clay Distinguished Theater Studies Graduate Award
Dylan Michael Parkes

Alex Cohen Award
Shann Michael Dozier

Richard E. Croyer Acting Award
Madeleine Sullivan Lambert

Jody McAlilffe Award for Excellence in Directing
Robert Martin Baird

Kenneth J. Readon Award in Theater Design, Management or Production
Julia Synnes Robertson

Reynolds Price Award for Scriptwriting
Elisa Diana Lerner

Dale B. J. Randall Award in Dramatic Literature
Sarah Taylor Ellis

Raymond Lublin, M.D. Award
Carol Weichi Chen
Kevin Yunfong Jeng

Richard K. Lublin Pre-law Award
Josef Assad Sudat

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Qinxian He
Yvonne Joy Yamanaka

Faculty Scholar
Sarah Taylor Ellis
Claire Helen Lauterbach
Honorable Mention:
Sarah Katherine Wallace
Yvonne Joy Yamanaka

Marshall Scholarship
Lee Michael Pearson

Harry S. Truman Scholar
Andrew J. C. Cunningham

Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Jonathan Foster Russell
Charles Edgar Staats III
Yvonne Joy Yamanaka

George J. Mitchell Scholarship
Daniel Ryan McCartney

Goldman Sachs Global Leaders Award
Andrew J. C. Cunningham

Rockefeller Brothers Fund Fellowship for Aspiring Teachers of Color
Brecce D. Pernell
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The University Scholar/Teacher Award
Thomas J. Nechyba

The Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching Award
Jerome P. Reiter

The Distinguished Alumni Award
Ginny Lilly Nicholas Peter M. Nicholas

ANGIER B. DUKE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Jason Robert Brown Mahmoud El-Gazain Jessica Tercia Evans Wall Xiaoxiao Catherine Guo

Davis Chandler Hasty Marguerite M Hoyler Maanasa Indaram Kathryn Marie Minshew

Gaston James Rauch Paul Joseph Shattery Aaron Michael Wise Elliott Gerard Wolf

Yvonne Joy Yamanaka Kolea Christopher Kodos Zimmerman

BENJAMIN N. DUKE SCHOLARSHIP LEADERSHIP AWARD

Alexandra Marie Balaban Jonathan Page Brentnell Steshia Adai Doku

Adam Craig Eaglin ColleenTHONY Jeske

Parker Hughes King Megan Ruth Moskop

Joshua Aaron Setzer Sterling Jamison Tadlock Megan Katherine Tooley

REGINALDO HOWARD MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Stephanie Tioh Ameoako Trinity Anne Brown

Christopher James Bryant

Nabihah Iqbal Kara

Brence D. Pernell Emmanuel Sinquan Tedder

ROBERTSON SCHOLARS

Shemane Dilip Amin Andrew J. C. Cunningham Carson Everett Denny Leisha Carol Elmore

David Andrew Fiocco Christopher Merrill Hopper Rachael Elizabeth Massell David Main Morgenstern

Boris Nikolic James Henry Richman Kelly Jane Stephenson Evan Michael Stewart

Michael Jacob Thomson Caroline Lovejoy Whistler Alice Rotan Zimmermann

TRINITY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

April Amanda Edwards

Brooke Ashley Fisher

Matthew David Hoffman

UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS PROGRAM
Undergraduate Scholars

Aleksandr Andreiev Nicholas Martin Arrivo

Ikri Inez Alberta Marie Gardner Makiko Barbara Hiromi

Claire Helen Lauterbach

Christopher Michael Lester

Graduate and Professional School Scholars

Elizabeth Hamilton Buhainon Joseph Charles Crozier Darlene S. Davis

Katherine Lee Dickinson Anna Frankel Jana Eileen Mathews

Laurinda Clorese Rainey Grant Marshall Reeves

Rachel Survors Rachel Banister Woodward
WILLIAM J. GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD

David Benjamin Adams
Kelley Ayo Akhiemokhai
Geoffrey David Bass
Amy Elizabeth Brown
Katelyn Rae Donnelly

David Andrew Fiocco
Sarah Allyson Gordon
Shawn Christopher Tracey Jones
Carla Jordan-Detamore
Bronwyn Ashleigh Lewis

James David Melton
Albert Ninamdi Asueke
Brian Alberto Ovalle
Brence D. Perniel
Simone A. Randolph

Chris Sanders (awarded posthumously)
Claire Lillian Teigland
Ryan Kenneth Todd
Syed Mohammad Hannain Zaidi

STUDENT AFFAIRS DISTINGUISHED LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE AWARD

Kamaria Amora Campbell
Katharine Grace Eggleston

Anne Elizabeth Fleishman
Shivam S. Joshi
David Baxter Wynn

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY
ENSIGN, UNITED STATES NAVY

Christopher Burke Ehlinger
Robert Luong Fenequito

Elizabeth Marie Kramer
Simon Young Kwak
Brett Joseph Sauers
Reed Ransom Smith, Jr.

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS

Thomas Cavennaugh Figgatt, Jr.

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES ARMY

Brian M. Hyer

Kaden Carswell Koba
Alexander James Frank

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Geoffrey Michael Cohan

Laura Elizabeth Peet

MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY, RETIRING

Peter B. Bennett (1979)
James D. Bowie (1979)
Edwin Burmeister (1990)
Diskin Clay (1990)
Jonathan R. T. Davidson (1978)
Jeffrey R. Dawson (1972)

M'Liss Dorrance (1985)
Carla S. Ellis (1986)
Miguel Garcia-Gomez (1973)
Robert G. Healy (1985)
Richard E. Hodel (1962)
Kathryn E. King (1992)

William Kirby-Smith (1969)
Allan Kornberg (1965)
Stephen N. Lang (1973)
Jean F. O'Barr (1973)
Richard A. Palmer (1966)

Philip Stewart (1972)
Norman S. Talner (1992)
John Wilson (1968)
Peter H. Wood (1975)
William E. Yarger (1971)

* Denotes the beginning year of service at Duke.

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Kristina Amidon
Milton A. Blackmon
Jessica H. Brinker
Jean Brooks
Pamela Brown
Wex Brown
Martina J. Bryant
Leslie Davis
Paula E. Gilbert

Eric Graham
Pamela S. Hanson
Betsy Jones
Amanda T. Kebo
Norman C. Keul
Valerie Konczal
Donna Kostyu
Caroline L. Lattimore

Debbie A. LoBiondo
Stacey R. McCloskey
Krista Moyle
Mary Nijhout
Paul Paparella
Christine Pesetski
Cynthia A. Peters
Michele A. Rasmussen

Margaret Riley
Robert L. Sandruck
Dan Scheier
Connie Simans
Sabrina Thomas
Aaron Todd
Deborah Wahl
Lynn K. White

STAFF MARSHALS

S. Clay Adams
Todd G. Adams
Solly A. Allison
Stephen P. Bryan
Albert Buehler

Charles W. Byrd, Jr.
Robert W. Carr, Jr.
E. Matthew Clones
George J. Dornman
Kimberly Hanauer

Edward C. Hull
Valarie James
Valerie Kolko
Christopher O'Neil
Kelly Suber

Suzanne J. Wasiolok
Sterly L. Wilder
Gerald L. Wilson
Hank Woods
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STUDENT MARSHALS

Jonathan S. Huang
Chief Student Marshal

Brian K. Fitzpatrick
Assistant Chief Student Marshal

Sally Liu
Chief Student Marshal

Deborah J. Nelson
Assistant Chief Student Marshal

Brian N. Arnold
Ashley L. Banks
Benjamin J. Barocas
Samantha E. Beardsley
Romin Bonakdar
Martha F. Brucato
Andrew S. Cheon
Kendall R. Dabaghian
Machuta Dangkaihanich
Vanucci B. Delva
Gregory E. Filipus

Alexander H. Gorham
Mark A. Hallen
Sarah S. Howell
Nathan J. Jones
Ami Kabadi
Shelby L. Kovant
Arthur J. Lei
William H. W. Liew
Paula R. Long
Hannah E. Martin
Irem Mertol

David J. Mitteness
Amy E. Munnelly
Mhoine L. Murphy
Kathleen M. Murphy
Charisma J. Nelson
Shannon J. Nelson
Kendra R. Northington
Wesley L. Nute, Jr.
Jonathan L. Odom
Sarah E. Ramig
Helen B. Rankin

Alexander H. Robinson
Margaret C. Rohifing
Logan Z. Runyon
Skyler M. Stein
Di Sun
David A. A. Talley
Cameron A. VanSant
Jomila K. Williams
Duo Xu

FLAG BEARERS

Trinity: Syed Mohammad Hasnain Zaidi
Frances Lee Hardie

Engineering: Neha Krishnamohan

Nursing: Jo Ellen Holt

Nicholas: Carol Joanne Guy

Divinity: Audrey Elizabeth Cecil

Poquoa: Chas B Cook

Law: Sachin Shaan Bansal

Medicine: Charles Albert Withers

Graduate: Srividiya Natarajan

RICHARD A. WHITE
University Marshal

Gerald L. Wilson D’61; G’68
Associate University Marshal

Todd C. Adams
Assistant University Marshal

Sterly L. Wilder ’83
Assistant University Marshal

Hank Woods
Assistant University Marshal

Debra C. Cash
Program Coordinator

THE DUKE UNIVERSITY WIND SYMPHONY

The Duke University Wind Symphony, an ensemble of forty-five undergraduate and graduate students from fifteen different states and two other countries, is open to all Duke students by audition. The ensemble has commissioned over twenty works, many of them entering the repertoire of wind bands throughout the world. The "Graduation Edition" of this weekend’s Wind Symphony is augmented by alumni and friends, including representatives of every decade from the 1950’s to the present.
THE TRADITIONS OF COMMENCEMENT

Duke University traces its origin to 1838 when Brown's Schoolhouse, a one-room log subscription school, expanded to Union Institute upon the unifying of Methodist and Quaker families. Today's ceremony represents the one hundred and fifty-sixth official exercise dating from 1832 when action of the North Carolina General Assembly authorized the institution to grant degrees. Throughout the years graduation exercises have varied in scope, sometimes offering as much as a week of celebration to the graduates, their families, and citizens of rural Randolph County, North Carolina, the site of the predecessor institutions to Duke University located near High Point. This weekend the exercises follow traditions established in that first decade of official ceremonies by recognizing graduation with distinction and noting recipients of special honors and prizes, by featuring a speaker from the graduating classes, by awarding honorary degrees, by offering Bibles to those receiving degrees, and by having the faculty and administration honor the graduates and their families with an outdoor reception.

Notable ceremonies in the nineteenth century included those of 1859 when President Braxton Craven presented diplomas reflecting a name change to Trinity College to acknowledge the institution's church-relatedness, of 1877 when the first earned M.A. degrees were awarded, and of 1878 when Mary, Pernis, and Theresa Giles earned degrees, becoming the first women graduates of the College. Student orations in 1888 by Daniel C. Roper and John Spencer Bassett demonstrated leadership in the graduating classes in that Roper became Secretary of Commerce under President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Bassett became a scholar of note in American history. In 1903 while professor at Trinity College, Bassett and Trinity's name became forever associated with the history of academic freedom. The College's Board of Trustees turned back widespread appeals for Bassett's dismissal when editorials he wrote for the scholarly journal, The South Atlantic Quarterly, questioned the then prevailing views on race relations. Dormitories on East Campus were named in honor of the Giles sisters and Bassett.

The leadership of President John F. Crowell, the donation of land by Julian S. Carr, and the financial assistance of Washington Duke made possible the relocation of Trinity College to Durham in 1892. Within a decade Trinity College established a reputation for excellence, confirming President Crowell's opinion that higher education in the twentieth century would progress best in an urban setting, especially one with enlightened, progressive leadership. The College received numerous gifts for buildings, beautification, and even salaries for personnel from the Duke family, but especially welcome were three separate gifts of $100,000 each from Washington Duke for endowment.

In addition to the celebrated Bassett Affair, Trinity College gained a national reputation as a founding member of the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern States, an accrediting agency that would upgrade educational standards in the region. Further recognition followed with membership in 1905, along with only one other southern institution, in the Association of American Law Schools; with the selection of Charles R. Bagley, Class of 1914, as the school's first Rhodes Scholar; and with the establishment of a Phi Beta Kappa chapter in 1919. Graduation ceremonies became more formal under the direction of a College Marshal. Caps and gowns appeared, and after 1902 students received Latin honors in recognition of academic achievement. With appropriate ceremony the college paid homage to Washington Duke, who had died in 1905, with the unveiling of his statue at the commencement of 1908.

For thirty years William Preston Few provided distinguished leadership for the institution. Rarely has an institution changed as dramatically under the tenure of a single president. From 1910 to 1924 Few presided over the development of a particularly strong liberal arts college, and from 1924 until his death in 1940 he directed the successful transition to a complex, research university. In December 1929 long-range planning and a lifetime of family philanthropy culminated in the public announcement of a grand design to aid higher education, hospitals, orphanages, and the Methodist Church in North and South Carolina. Acknowledging the unique opportunity for a new identity presented by acceptance of the terms of the indenture of The Duke Endowment, the Board of Trustees of Trinity College enthusiastically agreed to organize a new institution around Trinity College. The enlarged institution was to be known as Duke University in honor of Washington Duke, benefactor and father of Mary, James Buchanan, and Benjamin Newton, all friends of the college in their own way.

Based upon the solid foundation of Trinity College, the University grew spectacularly. The old campus was rebuilt and opened as the Woman's College in 1930, and another campus was erected one mile to the west. The curriculum expanded and succeeding graduation programs noted new degrees: B.D. and M.Ed. in 1927, Ph.D. in 1928, and LL.B. in 1929. The M.D. joined the list in 1932, and a B.S. in Engineering in 1933, a B.S. in Nursing in 1936, and a Master of Forestry in 1938. In 1938 in only its fourteenth year as a university, Duke became the thirty-fourth member of the prestigious Association of American Universities. The membership currently includes only 62 research universities.

The location of the graduation exercises themselves reflects the changing nature of the University. First held in Craven Memorial Auditorium on East Campus, they were moved to West Campus in 1951 and held successively in Page Auditorium and in the outdoor and indoor stadiums. Special ceremonies at commencement have included the laying of the cornerstone of the Gothic campus in 1928, the first use of the Chapel and the inaugural carillon and organ recitals in 1932, and the unveiling of the statue of James B. Duke in 1935. The exigencies of World War II required the awarding of degrees during the year in special ceremonies in a variety of locations.

Today's ceremonies reflect the interest of more recent presidents in combining tradition and innovation. President Douglas M. Knight directed special attention to the University's highest degree with the adoption of official academic regalia with a distinctive design and blue color for the Ph.D. degree. The mace and chain were authorized at the same time, but were first used in 1970 at the inauguration of President Terry Sanford. In 1972 the degree of Master of Business Administration, the last curriculum recommended by James B. Duke, joined the list of degrees awarded by Duke University. With ever-increasing participation by graduates and attendance by relatives and friends, President Sanford pursued new ways to continue a single university-wide convocation of undergraduate and graduate and professional school students which would still maintain traditional exercises. In a unique format baccalaureate services are offered three times, and the commencement exercises have now returned to an outdoor setting, first to Wallace Wade Stadium in 1974, to the East Campus quadrangle in 1980, and in 1984 back to the Stadium. Today President Brodhead, installed on September 18, 2004, as ninth president of the University and fourteenth president of the institution, presides over his fourth commencement.

As noted by the Board of Trustees in 1924, "The institution has already had three names, and it has not always occupied its present site ... But through all this outward change it has kept one soul, it has been guided by the same controlling faiths. Now it changes again to meet changing conditions." The traditions of graduation bind the University to all that has gone before. While guided by the motto Erudito et Religio for one hundred and forty-nine years, the University continues "to change to meet changing conditions."